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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Isaiah's prophecy in 11 : 1 signaled hope for Israel and Judah during the Syro-
Ephraimite War, 734-732 BCE.^ The verse states, "Then a shoot will come forth from the
stem of Jesse and a branch from its root will bear fruit." This figurative language
revealed that Israel would not be entirely destroyed by her oppressor, Assyria. Rather, a
salvific figure would rise up from Jesse's old roots, from his descendants. Although
Isaiah does not reveal the name of this savior, he describes him in 1 1 �2-9. Isaiah 1 1 :2, in
particular, highlights the position that this individual held. This verse describes a
collection of skills that Isaiah's figure is empowered with by the spirit of Yahweh.
nn nnn:i rr^ij nn n3^m n^Dn nn mn^ nn vbi: nmi ii:2
- T T"- T* t:t- t:- tt tt:
"And the spirit of Yahweh will rest upon him; a spirit ofwisdom and
understanding, a spirit of counsel and strength, a spirit of knowledge and
the fear of Yahweh."
Scholarly commentary has disagreed upon the interpretation of the position of
Isaiah's figure in 1 1 : 1-9. While most interpreters agree that this individual holds a kingly
status, there is discrepancy on labeling him. Otto Kaiser, for example, compares Isaiah's
figure to King David. He states, "Just as David was chosen in a truly miraculous way
from the insignificant family of Jesse. . .once again a new shoot will spring up from the
' The Syro-Ephraimite War represents the conflict between the kingdom of Judah and a coalition
of forces including Damascus and Israel. The intent of the war was to de-throne the king of Judah, Ahaz, in
order to force Judah into allying with Damascus and Israel in opposition to the Assyrian empire. Assyria,
however, came to King Ahaz's rescue and relieved the pressure by attacking Syria. Eventually, both
Damascus (732 BCE) and Israel (722/721 BCE) fell to the Assyrian empire. See Henri Gazelles, "Syro-
Ephraimite War," ABD 6:282-285.
^ All Hebrew translations in this paper are my own.
2root stump of the family, a second David."'^ Likewise, Edmond Jacob labels this figure as
the "nouveau David" and emphasizes the judicial aspects ofhis reign."* In contrast, John
Watts makes no suggestion regarding the title of this figure, but views him simply as a
"future king" endowed with skills that are essential to his reign.
^
Other scholars refer to this figure as the "Messiah." Edward Young, for example,
proposes that the endowment in Isaiah 1 1 :2 was preparation for fulfilling the duties of the
Messianic office.^ Likewise, Brevard Childs suggests that Isaiah 1 1 :2 was an endowment
of charismatic skills "suitable to the Messiah's high office." John Oswalt also labels this
individual as the "Messiah." He bases his interpretation on a "messianic hope."^ For
Oswalt, this "messianic hope" begins in Isaiah 7:14, is amplified in Isaiah 8:23-9:5, and
comes to full flower in Isaiah 1 1 : 1-9.^
The intent of this paper is to consider the descriptive phrases used to empower
Isaiah's figure in 1 1 :2 in view of the descriptive phrases used to empower Bezalel, the
craftsman of the tabernacle, in Exodus 24:15-31:18 and 34:29-40:38.^� In the Exodus
narratives, Bezalel is divinely endowed by the CH'tK nil with a compilation of skills.
namely, HQpn, n313ri, and JIIJ^. Similarly, Isaiah's salvific figure in 1 1 :2 is endowed by
Otto Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12 (OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1972), 157.
Edmond Jacob, Esaie 1-12 (Commentaire de I'Ancien Testament Villa; Geneve: Labor et Fides,
1987), 161.
^ John D. W. Watts, Isaiah 1-33 (WBC 24; Waco, Texas: Word Books, 1985), 169.
* Edward D. Young, The Book o/Isaiah (New International Commentary on the Old Testament;
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1965), 381.
^ Brevard S. Childs, Isaiah (OTL; Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 2001),
102.
* John N. Oswalt, The Book ofIsaiah: Chapters 1-39 (2 vols. NICOT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1986), 277.
'Ibid.
In his commentary, Oswalt briefly mentions Bezalel as a figure of great skill along with
Samson, a man of great strength. Oswalt refers to these individuals as a means to contrast them with the
Isaianic figure described in 1 1 : 1-9. He proposes that Isaiah's figure introduces a man of greatness that far
exceeds the skill and strength that Bezalel and Samson were given. Subsequently, Oswalt does not make a
linguistic connection between the Exodus narratives and Isaiah's oracle in 1 1 :2. See Oswalt, Isaiah, 279.
3the nin^ nn with a compilation of skills, namely, H^Sn, nr2, n^i?, HHin:, HJJ'n and
nirr; PKIV The endowments of Exodus 31:3 and 35:31, and Isaiah 11:2 share several
phrases in common, notably, ninVD^nbx riTI, HQpn, nD/^/n^inn, and nV"!. This
particular combination of phrases, in an endowment pericope, is not found elsewhere in
the Old Testament.'' Furthermore, the relationship between the Exodus and Isaiah
endowments is unique because Bezalel' s endowment is for the purpose of building the
tabemacle. His endowment for craftsmanship is characteristic of endowed craftsmen
throughout the ancient Near Eastern world. Therefore, my objective in this paper is to
broaden the understanding of the endowment of Isaiah's figure in 1 1 :2 by means of
Bezalel's endowment in Exodus 31:3 and 35:3 1 and the language of craftsmanship in
ancient Near Eastern literature.
In order to accomplish this goal, we will first examine the language of
craftsmanship in ancient Near Eastern literature by reviewing several Sumerian,
Phoenician, Akkadian, and Ugaritic inscriptions that include phrases comparable to
Bezalel's endowment in the tabemacle narratives. Second, this paper will examine the
biblical building accounts recorded in Exodus, Kings and Chronicles, and Ezra and
Nehemiah. We will pay special attention to the type of vocabulary used to describe the
craftsmen in these narratives. Third, based on an understanding of the language of
craftsmanship in the ancient Near Eastern world, this paper will examine Isaiah's oracle
in 1 1 : 1 -9. We will focus on the vocabulary used in Isaiah 11:2 and will consider its
relationship to the descriptive phrases used to endow Bezalel in Exodus 31:3 and 35:31.
^' Several verses in the Old Testament share various combinations of the phrases found in Exodus
31:3 and 35:31, and Isaiah 1 1:2. Notice, especially, Job 12:13 and Proverbs 21:30. Perhaps the
relationship between Job 12:13 and Proverbs 21:30 to the Exodus and Isaiah endowment passages could be
reviewed in another study.
4And finally, concluding remarks will be made concerning the possible implications of the
relationship that the Isaianic figure, described in 11:1-9, has with the craftsman, Bezalel.
5Chapter 2
Craftsman Phrases in Ancient Near Eastern Building Inscriptions
Numerous extant building inscriptions can be found in ancient Near
Eastern literature. These inscriptions describe a variety ofbuilding projects
including the construction of temples, palaces, thrones, and statues. Furthermore,
many building inscriptions include descriptions of the craftsmen involved in the
construction. These descriptions reveal that the craftsmen were often divinely
empowered with various skills and abilities for their work.
This chapter considers several Sumerian, Akkadian, Phoenician, and
Ugaritic building inscriptions that include descriptions of the craftsmen involved
in the building project. These inscriptions denote two categories of
Mesopotamian texts: Royal Monumental Inscriptions and Animated Ritual
Inscriptions. The former category represents a large portion of the inscriptions
that will be studied in this chapter including several building texts and one votive
text. We must keep in mind that we cannot be certain that the descriptive phrases
found in these royal texts refer specifically to craftsmanship. It is difficult to
distinguish the language of kingship from the language of craftsmanship in royal
inscriptions. In contrast, we can be certain that the descriptive phrases found in
the animated ritual inscriptions refer specifically to the craftsmen in the text.
For a discussion on the classification of royal monumental inscriptions, see Sandra
Richter, Deuteronomistic History and the Name Theology: lesakken semo sam in the Bible,
(Berlin: De Gruyter, 2002), 130-153. The animated ritual inscriptions that will be studied in this
chapter refer specifically to the Babylonian mispi ritual. This type of ritual will be explained later
in the chapter. For a discussion on the "animation" of ritual texts, see Irene Winter, "'Idols of the
King': Royal Images as Recipients ofRitual Action in Ancient Mesopotamia," JRitSt 6 (1992):
13-42.
6Therefore, we will first study the royal monumental inscriptions and make note of
the descriptive phrases found in these texts. Next, we will study the animated
royal inscriptions and make note of the descriptive phrases found in these texts.
And finally, we will compare the descriptive phrases found in both the royal
inscriptions and the animated ritual inscriptions. By comparing these two
collections, we will be able to conclude that the descriptive phrases found in the
animated texts, as well as corresponding descriptive phrases found in the royal
texts, refer to the skills for craftsmanship.
Royal Monumental Inscriptions: Building
Sumerian Inscriptions: Ur-Bau 5, Gudea (Statue B, D, F, and
Cylinders A and B), Sin-iddinam 15, AmmT-ditana 1 and 2
Ur-Bau 5
This lengthy inscription commemorates the numerous building activities
ofUr-Bau, ruler of Lagas.''' These building projects include: Eninnu for
Ningirsu, the House of Girsu for Ninhursanga, the House of the Shining City for
Bau, the House ofU for lanna, the House ofGirsu for Enki, a House for Nin-dara,
a House for Nin-agala, a House for Nin-MAR.KI, a House for Ningirsu' s
[donkey] -herd, the House of Girsu for Gestin-aima and, the House of Girsu for
For the purpose of this paper and the study of Sumerian inscriptions, I have relied on
the Sumero-Akkadian tradition. Therefore, where it is appropriate I have included the Akkadian
terms and their meanings that are related to the Sumerian meanings. This approach allows for a
clearer understanding of the Sumerian terms. For a brief discussion on the relationship between
the Sumerian and Akkadian languages, see John Huehnergard, "Introduction," A Grammar of
Akkadian (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbraims, 2000), xxv.
''^ Ur-Bau was Gudea' s predecessor and the father ofhis wife, Nin-alla. See Ur-Bau,
"Introduction" (Dietz Otto Edzard, Gudea andHis Dynasty [The Royal Inscriptions of
Mesopotamia, Early Periods 3/1; Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997], 15.
7Dumuzi-abzu.'^ These mukiple building accounts are prefaced by a few
descriptive phrases that depict Ur-Bau's position.*^
coi.i4 Kf-'^jja-u ^ ensi- ^ lagas.KI'' dumu-tu-da- ' '^nin-d-gal-ka-ke4 '
sa-ge-pd-da-'^nanse-ke4 d-sum-ma-^^nin-gir-su-ka-ke4 " [m]u-
duio-saj (=NA)-a-[^Jba-ii-ke4 [gestju-sum-ma-'^en-ki-ka-ke4
coi.i4 Ur-Bau ' ruler of* Lagas, ' child bom of * Ningala, ' chosen
in the heart ofNanse, to whom Ningirsu gave strength, " whom
Bau called by a favorable name, to whom Enki gave wisdom
The inscriptions describes that Ur-Bau is elected into his position by the
goddess Nanse. Line 9 reads that he is sd-ge-pd-da-^nanse-ke4, "chosen in the
heart ofNanse." The Sumerian verbpad is translated into Akkadian as nabum
meaning "to summon, call upon, appoint." Hence, the English translators state
that Ur-Bau was "chosen" for his position. Also, Ur-Bau's name is elevated to a
superior status. Along with his entitlement as the "mler of Lagas" (lines 5-6), the
god Bau designates him as one with a "favorable name," [mju-duio (line 12). This
1 $t
form, dujo, is translated into Akkadian as tdbum. AHw defines tdbum as, "schon,
gut, siifi."'^ Finally, Ur-Bau is endowed with d (line 10) and gestu (line 12) firom
the gods Ningirsu and Enki. The logogram d is translated into Akkadian as idum
meaning "strength." The Sumerian term gestu is translated into Akkadian as
uznum or hasTsum. Both of these terms literally refer to the "ear" but in this
For all of these accounts see Ur-Bau (RIME 3/1:15-26).
For the transliteration and translation of these lines see Ur-Bau (RIME 3/1 : 18).
Konrad Volk, A Sumerian Reader. (Studia Pohl: Series Maior 18; Roma: Editrice
Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 1997), 92. Also, see defmition 3 and 7 of "nabu" in CAD 1 1/1:35-37,
38-39.
Volk, A Sumerian Reader, 81. In addition, lines 9-10 and 11-12 reveal a parallel
relationship. Hence, "chosen ia the heart" parallels "a favorable name" and "strength" parallels
"wisdom."
"tabu(m)," AHw 3:1377-1378.
^� Volk, A Sumerian Reader, 78. Also, see "idu," in CAD 7:10-16.
8context assume a metaphorical sense meaning, "understanding, wisdom." CAD
notes that the noun hasisum especially takes on this meaning with reference to
gods, for example, Enki.^^ This building inscription depicts Ur-Bau as being both
divinely elected and divinely empowered for his position. He is "chosen" by the
goddess Nanse and he is endowed with "strength" and "wisdom" by the gods
Ningirsu and Enki.
Gudea: Statues B, D, F, and CylindersA and B
Gudea is "the most remarkable ruler of the 'Second Dynasty of Lagas. '"'^�^
Numerous extant inscriptions describing Gudea' s multiple building projects have
been found. Two cylinders, A and B, are his longest and best-known writings
found on enormous clay cylinders. In addition to these cylinders, over 26 statue
inscriptions have been found, all ofwhich Gudea fashioned in his likeness.'^'*
Statues B, D, and F, along with Cylinder's A and B reveal that Gudea was both
elected and empowered for his position by a deity.
Statue B
Statue B is dedicated from Gudea to the god Ningirsu.
coi.ii4 gii.f^^.Q 5 mu-gil-sa * ensi- lagas.KI^ sipa-sa-ge-pd-da- '
'^nin-gir-su-ka-ke4 . . . d-sum-ma- '^nin-dar-a-ke4
^' See defmition 3 of "hasTsu" in CAD 6:126-127. Also, see "uznu(m);' in AhW3:\447 .
^^"hasTsu," CAD 6:127.
Gudea, "Introduction" (Dietz Otto Edzard, Gudea andHis Dynasty [The Royal
Inscriptions ofMesopotamia, Early Periods 3/1; Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1997], 26.
^'^ These inscriptions have been categorized alphabetically by Dietz Otto Edzard
beginning with "A."
In this statue, Gudea is seated in the guise of an architect. The inscription covers the
entire statue except for the arms, shoulders, chest, feet, and socle. See Gudea (Dietz Otto Edzard,
Gudea andHis Dynasty [The Royal Inscriptions ofMesopotamia, Early Periods 3/1 ; Toronto:
University ofToronto Press, 1997], 30. For the transliteration and translation of these lines see
Gudea (RIME 3/1:31).
9Gudea, ^ who has a "treasured" name, * ruler ' of Lagas '
shepherd chosen in the heart of ' Ningirsu ... 'Ho whom was
given strength " from Nin-dara
The text elucidates that Gudea is elected into his position by the god
Ningirsu. Lines 8-9 reveal that he was "chosen in the heart ofNingirsu." Similar
to Ur-Bau's election, Gudea is "appointed" or "chosen" for his position. Also
similar to Ur-Bau, Gudea's name is elevated to a superior status. He is described
not only as the "ruler of Lagas" (lines 6-7) but as one with a "treasured name,"
mu-gil-sa, (line 5), and a "shepherd," sipa (line 8). The Sumerian term, gil, in
mu-gil-sa (line 5), is an archaic form meaning "treasured." Gil is, however,
comparable in meaning to the Sumerian form, duio, in [mju-dujo-saj found in Ur-
Bau's account (Ur-Bau 5, line 1 1). The Sumerian term sipa is translated into
Akkadian as re 'u. CAD specifies the definition of this form to indicate a title of
a king. Finally, Gudea is endowed with "strength" by the god Nin-dara (line
12). This chain, d-sum-ma, is identical to the chain found in Ur-Bau's
inscriptions. Hence, the English franslation, "strength," comes from the Sumerian
logogram a.
Statue D
Statue D is also dedicated to Ningirsu. This inscription varies only
slightly from the description in Statue B. It lacks an endowment of "strength."
In addition, Gudea is described as being "selected" by Ningirsu's hand from among
216,000 people. See Gudea (RIME 3/1:32).
Volf, A Sumerian Reader, 94.
Other examples of a king being labeled as a sipa include Hammu-rapi and Iddin-
Dagan. See defmition 2.b of "re'w" in CAD 14:303, 309.
This inscription is on the right arm and lower front part of the garment of a diorite
statue sitting on a seat. See Gudea (Dietz Otto Edzard, Gudea andHis Dynasty [The Royal
Inscriptions ofMesopotamia, Early Periods 3/1; Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1997], 40.
^� For the transliteration and translation of this text, see Gudea (RIME 3/1 :41).
10
Col gii-de-a ' ensi- lagas.KI^ mu-gil-sa ..." sipa sd-ge-pd-da-
'^nin-gir-su-ka-ke4
Gudea, * ruler of ^ Lagas, * who has a "treasured" name ..." the
shepherd chosen in the heart of Ningirsu
The inscription describes that Gudea is "chosen" by the god Ningirsu, sd-
ge-pd-da (line 11). Furthermore, Gudea's position is elevated to a superior status
by the convergence of the titles, ensi-lagas.KI(ymes 6-7), meaning "ruler of
Lagas, sipa (line 11), meaning "shepherd," and mu-gil-sa, (line 8) meaning
"treasured name."
Statue F
Statue F is dedicated to the goddess Gatumdu. This inscription
introduces three new aspects to Gudea's position.
Col. i Col. i
^ gu-de-a ^ Gudea,
" ensi- " ruler of
' lagas.KI ' Lagas,
* ur-'^gd-tum- ^du,o^ * man ofGatumdu,
' urdu-ki-dg-zu your beloved slave
Col. ii Col. ii
* gii-de-a * Gudea
^ ensi- ruler of
' lagas.KI * Lagas,
' gestu-dagal-kam ' being very intelligent indeed
'� urdu-m-tuku- and the reverent slave of
" nin-a-na-kam " his mistress
^' This inscription, on a diorite statue, is found on the right upper arm and lower part of
the garment. See Gudea (Dietz Otto Edzard, Gudea andHis Dynasty [The Royal Inscriptions of
Mesopotamia, Early Periods 3/1; Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1997], 46.
�'^ For the transliteration and translation of this text, see Gudea (RIME 3/1 :47).
11
First, Gudea describes himself as the "beloved slave" ofGatumdu, urdu-
ki-dg, (column i line 6). Urdu + ki-dg are translated into Akkadian as
wardum + nardmum. CAD defines nardmum as "beloved one, favorite" and
affirms that this is a royal title used in relationships between gods and kings.^"*
Second, Gudea describes himself as "very intelligent," gestu-dagal (column ii line
9). Gestu-dagal is translated into Akkadian as rapas uzni literally "wide of ear,"
an idiom meaning "vast wisdom, great insight, broad wisdom, and highly
intelligent." Third, Gudea again describes himself as a "slave," urdu-ni-tuku
(column ii line 10). Whereas the adjective used previously means "beloved" {ki-
dg, column i line 7), ni-tuku means "verehren." The convergence of these three
attributes, "beloved slave," "very intelligent," and "reverent slave" highlights the
superior position that Gudea held.
Cylinders A andB
These cylinders describe Gudea's rebuilding ofNingirsu's temple
complex, Eninnu. Several phrases describing Gudea's position can be found on
both Cylinders A and B.^^
Volf, A Sumerian Reader, 88 {ki-dg) and 98 (urdu).
"naramu," CAD 11/1:343-344.
Yolf, A Sumerian Reader, 91. Also, see "palahu(m)" m AHw 2: 812-813.
It has been suggested that there is evidence of a third cylinder. For a discussion on this
conjecture, see Victor (Avigdor) Hurowitz, I Have Built You an ExaltedHouse: Temple Building
in the Bible in Light ofMesopotamian andNorthwest Semitic Writings (JSOT Supplement Series,
115; JSOT/ASORMonograph Series, 5; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992), 33-38. These clay
cylinders are 61 cm high with a diameter of 32 mc and a thickness of 2.9 cm. See Gudea (RIME
3/1:69).
For the transliteration and translation of Cylinders A and B see Gudea (Dietz Otto
Edzard, Gudea andHis Dynasty [The Royal Inscriptions ofMesopotamia, Early Periods 3/1;
Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1997], 68-101.
12
Cylinder A
Col. i
ensi lu-gestu-dagal-kam
gestu
Col. vii
' sipa-zi gu-de-a gal mu-zu
gal i-ga-tum-mu
Col. xii
gal mu-zu gal i-ga-tum-mu
Col. XX
gu-de-a lu-e-du-a-ke4
Col. xxiii
gii-de-a en ^nin-gir-su-ke4
23 sd-ku-ge bi-pd
Col. XXV
sipa-zi gu-de-a gal mu-zu
gfl/ i-ga-tum-mu
Cylinder B
Col. ii
^ sipa-zi gil-de-a ^ gal mu-zu gal
i-ga-tum-mu
Col. xiii
sipa-fgju-tuku-'^nin-fgjir-su-
ka-ke4 " ga/ mu-zu gal i-ga-tum-
mu
Cylinder A
Col. i
Wise as he is, the ruler will
use his intellect.
Col. vii
' The good shepherd Gudea '� is
wise and able, too, to realize
things.
Col. xii
^� He is wise and able, too, to
realize things
Col. XX
Gudea the House-builder
Col. xxiii
Gudea, yea the lord Ningirsu
chose him in (his) heart.
Col. xxv
The true shepherd Gudea is
wise and able, too, to realize
things.
Cylinder B
Col. ii
' The true shepherd Gudea ^ is
wise and able, too, to realize
things.
Col. xiii
the brave shepherd of
Ningirsu, " is wise and able,
too, to realize things.
Similar to Ur-Bau and Gudea Statues B, D, and F, these Cylinders
illustrate that Gudea was elected into his position by a god. The inscription states
that he was "chosen in (Ningirsu's) pure heart," sd-ku-ge M-pd (column xxiii line
23). This chain, unlike those found in the previous inscriptions, includes an
13
addition, kiig. Kiig is translated into Akkadian as ellum meaning "clean, pure,
holy, sacred."'^^ CAD proposes that ellum typically indicates "holiness" or
"sacredness" when referring to kings.
Both Cylinders A and B include a rich use of vocabulary to describe the
skills that Gudea held. Gudea is depicted as "wise" several times throughout the
texts. The English translation "wise" refers to two different Sumerian forms. The
most frequent Sumerian chain denoting Gudea's "wisdom" is gal mu-zu (Cylinder
A column vii line 10, column xii line 20, column xxv line 22, Cylinder B column
ii line 8, column xii line 13). Gal + zu literally mean "big-knower" or a "wise
person." Also, the Sumerian chain gestu-dagal (Cylinder A column i line 12)
describes that Gudea was "wise." The phrase, gestu-dagal, has already been
reviewed in Gudea Statue D where it was rendered "intellect." However, the
English translators of this inscription have rendered it "wise."'^^ Gudea is also
described as one with "intellect," gestu (Cylinder A column i line 12) and
"knowledge," KA.zu (Cylinder B column i line 12)."*^ And, he is described as
being a "house-builder," e-dii (Cylinder A column xx line 24). This Sumerian
form is translated into Akkadian as bdnum!^^ And finally, Gudea is designated as
a "true shepherd," sipa-zi (Cylinder B column ii line 7). The modifier zi is
translated into Akkadian as kinum meaning "true, reliable, just, honest.""^^ As
discussed earlier in Gudea Statues B and D, sipa indicates the title of a king. In
Volf, A Sumerian Reader, 88. For the defmition of "eZ/w," see CAD 4:102.
"ellu," CAD4:\02.
The multiple definitions of this chain testify to the broad semantic domain of the
phrase.
'^^ Notice that the English translators render the fu-st recurrence ofgestu (with dagal) as
"wise" and the second recurrence ofgestu as "intellect."
"�^ Volf, A Sumerian Reader, 82 (e) and %\{du). Also, see "banu," in CAD 2:95.
See defmition 2 of "kinu" in CAD 8:389.
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summary, Cylinders A and B illustrate a collection of skills that Gudea held
including: "wisdom," "knowledge," and "intelligence."
Sin-iddinam 15
Sin-iddinam reigned seven years as the King of Larsa."^"* This particular
inscription tells the story of Sin-iddinam' s construction of a throne for the storm
god Iskur."^^ In the middle of this inscription, Sin-iddinam is described by a long
list of epithets. Among these descriptions is a brief depiction of the divine
empowerment that Sin-iddinam received from the god Nudimmud."^^
" sul mu-duio-sa4-'^nanna-ke4 . . . gestu-dagal igi-gdl-diri sum-ma
'�'^ ^nu-dim-mud-ke4
" youth called by a good name by the god Nanna . . . given broad
wisdom and surpassing intelligence by the god Nudimmud
Like the building inscriptions that we have already studied, Sin-iddinam is
designated, by the goddess Nanna, as one with a "good name," mu-dujo (line 37).
Also, Sin-iddinam is endowed with "broad wisdom," gestu-dagal, and
"surpassing intelligence," igi-gdl-diri, by the god Nudimmud (line 41). Gestu-
dagal, an already familiar Sumerian phrase from the Gudea inscriptions, can
mean both "wisdom" and "intellect." In this instance, the English translators have
rendered it as "broad wisdom."
^ Sin-iddinam (Douglas Frayne, OldBabylonian Period (2003-1595 BQ [The Royal
Inscriptions ofMesopotamia, Early Periods 4; Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1990], 157.
"Sin-iddinam," translated by Douglas Frayne (COS 2.100:250). This text depicts two
butting bull figures on either side of the base of the throne. Frayne compares this image with the
relief found on Ahiram's Sarcophagus that depicts two lion figures standing below the armrests of
the ruler's throne. See p. 250 for his discussion of these two images.
For the transliteration and translation of these lines see Sin-iddinam (RIME 4:178).
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AmmT-ditana 1 and 2
AmmT-ditana, Hammu-rapi's grandson, was the ninth king of the Babylon
I dynasty."*^ Text 1 is a short Sumerian inscription found on a cone fragment.
This inscription records AmmT-ditana' s construction of the wall ofBabylon and
describes the king's endowment of "wisdom" by the god Enki. Likewise, Text 2,
a bilingual building inscription of Sumerian and Akkadian, indicates that he was
given "wisdom" by the gods Enki and Ea.
Text 1 Text 1
' U4-bi-[a] * nam-ku-zu-[a] ' '^en- ^ At that time, * by the wisdom
that the god Enki * [verily
granted] to me
Text 2-Sumerian
" by the wisdom ^� that the god Enki ^'
gave to me ... Fort AmmT-ditana . . .
^0 1 built
Text 2-Akkadian
At that time, by the wisdom
^' that the god Ea gave to me
Fort AmmT-ditana . . . I built
>-ni
AmmT-ditana' s endowment of "wisdom" by the gods Enki and Ea is
illustrated by the Sumerian phrase nam-ku-zu-a (Text 1 line 6 and Text 2 line 19)
and the Akkadian phrase nemequm (Text 2 line 20). CAD defines nemequm as
"knowledge, experience, wisdom, skill" and notes that it is fi-equently a skill
bestowed upon kings."^^ Also, notice that Text 2 indicates that the "wisdom" that
AmmT-ditana received was the instrument with which he built Fort AmmT-ditana
"AmmT-ditana," translated by Douglas Frayne {COS 2. 109:258-259).
For the transliteration and translation of these lines see Amml-ditana (Douglas Frayne,
OldBabylonian Period (2003-1595 BC) [The Royal Inscriptions ofMesopotamia, Early Periods 4;
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990], 413).
"nemequ," CAD \ \I2:\60.
[ki-ke4] * su-a he(?)-[...]-an-
[...-gar-ra-ta]
Text 2-Sumerian
" nam-ku-zu-a ^� '^en-ki-ke4
^' ma-an-sum-ma-ta . . . ^^BAD
am-mi-di-ta-na.KI-a . . . ^� dim
Text 2-Akkadian
" in U4-m[i-su] ^" in ne-me-qi-
ifmj ^' sa ^e-a i-di-nam . . .
BAD am-mi-di-ta-na.KI . . .
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(line 26).^� The English translation states, "by the wisdom. . .1 (AmmT-ditana)
built." This inscription seems to indicate that the "wisdom" that AmmT-ditana
was endowed with, from the gods Ea and Enki, was for the purpose of building
Fort AmmT-ditana.
Akkadian Inscriptions: The Legend ofEtana: the LateVersion,
lahdun-LTm 2, Esarhaddon 11, Nabonidus Nr. 3
The Legend ofEtana
The Legend ofEtana has been found in both an Old and a Late Version.
Its story, in brief, consists ofEtana's election as the first king of Sumer by the god
Enlil and his struggle to maintain his position and interpret the will of the gods.
Etana's election by Enlil includes a brief description of the ruler's position as a
craftsman.
* f"E-tJa-na lu-u i-tin-si-na ' si-bir [re-e-u-ti(?)]
* Let [Et]ana be their master-builder and ^ the bu[ilder ofHursang-
kalama], the very 'staff [of shepherding].
Etana is described as a "builder," indicated by the Akkadian phrase
i-tin-si-na (line 8). The English translators of this text render the Akkadian
itinnum as "master-builder." However, CAD defines itinnum simply as
"house-builder" and does not suggest that the Akkadian form implies a superior
position suggested by the English translation.
AmmT-ditana also states in Text 2 lines 22-25 that the reason he built Fort AmmT-
ditana was "in order to superbly shepherd the widespread people ofmy land by means of fine
pastures and watering places and to make them lie down in (safe) pastures." See AmmT-ditana
(RIME 4:413).
^' The Late Version of this tale is a conscious rewriting of the first. For the dating of
these versions, see J. V. Kirmier Wilson, The Legend ofEtana: A New Edition, (Warminster: Aris
& Phillips, 1985), 81.
For the transliteration and translation of this text see Wilson, The Legend ofEtana, 83.
" "itinnu," CAD 1:296.
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lahdun-LTm 2
lahdun-LTm, son of laggid-LTm, was the King ofMari.^"^ This particular
inscription commemorates lahdun-LTm' s construction of the temple of the god
Samas.^^ The text includes a depiction of the finished temple.^^
99-107 ba-la-ti-su i'^urube-li-su e sa i-pi-is-ta-am su-uk-lu-lu-ma
um-me-nu-ta-am qu-ut-tu-u si-ma-at i-lu-ti-su i-pu-us-su-um-ma i-
na su-ba-at ra-bu-ti-sa u-se-si-ib-su sum e sa-tu e-gi-ir-za-la-an-ki
i-bi E ta-si-la-at sa-me-e u er-se-tim
99-107 Pqj. jjfg hviiXx the temple of the god Samas, his lord,
a temple whose construction was perfect with finished
workmanship, befitting his divinity. He installed him in his
majestic dwelling. He named that temple Egirzalanki ('House-
rejoicing of heaven and earth').
The above inscription states that lahdun-LTm built the Samas temple and
describes three notable aspects of the construction. First, the construction is
described as "perfect," indicated by the Akkadian term suklulum. Accordingly,
CO
CAD defines suklulum as "perfect, complete." The construction is also
described as being completed with "finished workmanship," umenutam qutu."^^
The Akkadian term ummdnum is defined by AHw as "Handwerkskunts,
kunstvoUe, Gelehrsamkeit."^*^ This aspect of the construction suggests that
lahdun-LTm' s abilities as the builder of the Samas temple were "skillful" and
"erudite." Finally, the construction is described as "fitting for a deity," i-lu-ti-su.
lahdun-LTm, "Introduction" (Douglas Frayne, OldBabylonian Period (2003-1595 BQ
[The Royal Inscriptions ofMesopotamia, Early Periods 4; Toronto: University ofToronto Press,
1990], 602.
In addition to this inscription, nine large baked bricks inscribed with an account of this
building project have been excavated. See lahdun-LTm (RIME 4:602-604).
For the transliteration and translation of this text see Ihadun-Llm (RIME 4:604-608).
" "suklulu, " CAD 17/3:220.
Ibid.
"qati4,"CAD 13:180.
^ "ummanu(m);' AHw 3:1414.
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Esarhaddon 11
Esarhaddon, the successor of Sennacherib, ascended the throne ofAssyria
in 681 BCE.^* Numerous extant inscriptions have provided a wealth of
information concerning Esarhaddon' s rule as well as his numerous building
constructions. Text 1 1 describes the king's renovation ofEbaradurgara, a temple
for the goddess, "Queen-of-Nippur," This building inscription includes a brief
description of Esarhaddon' s position.
" i-tu-ut kun lib-bi '^en-Ul . . . it-pe-su ha-sis kal sip-ri
" selected by the steadfast heart of the god Enlil . . . expert who
knows every craft
Esarhaddon is described as being elected for his position. The Akkadian
itut + kun libbi literally translated is "choice of steadfastness of heart," hence the
English translation "selected by the steadfast heart" (line 4).^"^ This type of
election, "selected" or "chosen" in the heart of a god, has already been discussed
in Ur-Bau 5 and the Gudea inscriptions. Esarhaddon was divinely appointed for
his position by the god Enlil. Also, Esarhaddon is described as an "expert who
knows every craft," it-pe-su ha-sis kal sip-ri (line 12). Note that the Akkadian
Esarhaddon (Grant Frame, Rulers ofBabylonia: From the SecondDynasty ofIsin to
the EndofAssyrian Domination (1157-612 BC) [The Royal Inscriptions ofMesopotamia,
Babylonian Periods 2; Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995], 164.
Esarhaddon (RIMB 2:175). Text 12 also includes a description ofEsarhaddon's
position as craftsman but unfortunately the inscription is fairly corrupt.
For the transliteration and English translation of these texts see Esarhaddon (RIMB
2:176).
" CAD translates this phrase, i-tu-ut Mn libbi, as "permanently selected by." See "itutu,"
CAD 7:3 17. Also, see "itutum," (Jeremy Black, Andrew George, and Nicholas Postgate, eds. A
Concise Dictionary ofAkkadian [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2000], 137.
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itpesum denotes "expert, competent," hasis denotes "understanding," and kal sipri
denotes "every work."
Nabonidus Nr. 3
This inscription commemorates the work ofNabonidus, the last king of
Babylon.^^ The tale describes Nabonidus' effort to rebuild Ebabbar, the Samas
/in
temple in Larsa. The storyline of the inscription is as follows: a lengthy history
of the temple, preparations for the new temple building, the construction of the
new temple, and the dedication of the temple. This inscription includes a brief
description of the craftsmen involved in the reconstruction.
^' " um-man-nu mu-du-u a-sar
Col. ii 56 Intelligent workers (searched) the place
The workers involved in rebuilding the Samas temple are described with
one skill, "intelligence." The Akkadian transliteration, mudu, from um-man-nu
mu-du-u, refers to a range ofmeanings including: "knowing, wise, competent,
expert, learned.
"^^ CAD notes that this form can refer to "an expert in a specific
craft" implying that the workers who rebuilt the Samas temple were "specialized
craftsman."
"itpesu," CAD 7:299. Also, see, "itpesu," CDAA36. Also, see Huehnergard, A
Grammar ofAkkadian, 497 (ha-sisum) and 524 (siprum).
"Nabonidus," translated by Paul-Alain Beaulieu (COS 2. 123A:3 10-3 13).
Hurowitz, I Have Built You an ExaltedHouse, 84.
For the transliteration of these lines see S. Langdon, Die neubabylonischen
Konigsinschriften. (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1912), 240. My English translation is based on
Langdon's German translation.
^'^ "mudu," CAD \QI2:\63,.
�Ibid.
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A Phoenician Building Inscription
Azatiwada
This seventh century inscription is the longest extant Phoenician text.
The inscription describes Azatiwada' s building projects including the building of
the city, Azatiwadaya. This particular inscription includes a brief depiction of
Azatiwada' s role as a craftsman.
Col. ii 9 y^fjjj^ 'j^j^ j^g^f ^ y^,^f 10 'ztwdy kb 7 wrsp " sprm slhn Ibnt
coi.ii9 J hviiXX this city. And I gave it the name Azatiwadaya,
since Ba'al and Reseph " of the stags commissioned me to build.
Azatiwada is depicted as the craftsman of the city, Azatiwadaya; he is
"commissioned" by the gods, Ba'al and Reseph (line 1 1). The Phoenician term
slh, in the phrase slhn Ibnt, means "to send" and has cognates in Hebrew,
Ugaritic, and Aramaic. K. Lawson Younger has interpreted this term to mean
"commission." However, Cyrus Gordon translates it as "sent."^"* Regardless of
the interpretation, Azatiwada is depicted as being "appointed" for his position, an
already familiar concept found in the Ur-Bau text and the Gudea inscriptions.
"The Azatiwada Inscription," translated by K. Lawson Younger {COS 2.3 1 : 148-150).
This text was discovered on orthostats at the fortification ofKaratepe, in the ancient region of
Cilicia.
Younger states that "Azatiwada was an agent ofAwariku, the king of the Danunians."
See Younger {COS 2.3 1 : 148). For the transliteration and translation of these lines see K. Lawson
Younger, Jr., "The Phoenician Inscription ofAzatiwada: An Integrated Reading," JSS 43
(1998): 11-47.
Richard S. Tomback, A Comparative Semitic Lexicon of the Phoenician andPunic
Languages (SBL Dissertation Series 32; Missoula, Montana: Scholars Press, 1978), 317.
Cyrus H. Gordon, "Azitawadd's Phoenician Inscription," JNES 82 (1949): 1 10-1 15.
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Royal Monumental Inscriptions: Votive
An Ugaritic Inscription
The Baal Cycle
The Baal Cycle is one of the best-known tales of the ancient world. The
story includes the rise-fall-rise cycle of the storm god, Baal, and the construction
of his palace by the craftsman god, Kothar wa-Hasis. "Kothar wa-Hasis, literally
'Crafty and Wise,' is a specialist who serves other deities with his
craftsmanship." His name, Kothar wa-Hasis, is described by Mark Smith as a
"double-barreled name" wherein Kothar is the first and main name. Despite his
prominence throughout the Baal Cycle, there is only a brief description of Kothar
wa-Hasis' position as craftsman.
Third Tablet Third Tablet
Col. vi Col. vi
21-23
wrgw. Iktr/whss.
^''^^ And say to Kothar wa-
tny.lh/yn.dhrs.ydm Hasis, Recite to the Skilled
Craftsman
Fourth Tablet Fourth Tablet
Col. i Col. i
hyn. 'ly.lmphm The Skilled One goes up to
the bellows.
The inscription emphasizes the "skill" of Kothar wa-Hasis' position as a
craftsman god. The first Ugaritic chain, Ih/yn.dhrs.ydm, literally "skilled with two
See Simon B. Parker, Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (SBL Writings from the Ancient
World Series 9; Chico, Calif.: Scholars Press, 1997), 83.
Smith notes that "double-barrelled" names are common in Ugaritic. He describes the
"double-barrelled" feature as the "fiising of two names into one." Smith also proposes that the
name, Kothar wa-Hasis, maybe be read as a hendiadys, "wise craftsman." See Mark S. Smith, The
Ugaritic Baal Cycle: Volume 1 Introduction with Text, Translation and Commentary on KTU 1.1-
1.2 (Leiden: Brill, 1994), 170-172.
Parker, Ugaritic Narrative Poetry, 119-121. The numbering of these texts follows the
classification ofM. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, eds. The Cuneiform Alphabetic Texts
from Ugarit, Ras Ibn Hani and Other Places (Milnster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1995).
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hands," is rendered by Parker as "skilled craftsman" (column vi lines 21-23).
The Ugaritic hyn, ftjund in both of the above descriptions, is considered to be an
alternate name for Kothar wa-Hasis. The term itselfmeans "deft one." In this
instance, Parker has appropriately rendered it as "skilled."
Animated Ritual Inscriptions
Akkadian Inscriptions: Esarhaddon's Renewal of the Gods,
TuLNo. 27
Esarhaddon 's Renewalof the Gods
Esarhaddon's Renewal of the Gods is explained by Michael Dick as the
mis pi, "mouth-washing," or pitpi, "mouth-opening" ritual documented by
Q 1
several Sumerian and Babylonian inscriptions. This type of ritual included
procedures for preparing statues of a deity for use. This particular inscription
describes the renewal process of divine statues from Babylon and is composed of
four parts: an introduction (lines 2-13), Esarhaddon's prayer to the gods (lines 14-
20), Esarhaddon's consultation with diviners (lines 21-27), and the final
installation of the statues (lines 28-38). Descriptions of the craftsmen involved
Smith, The Ugaritic Baal Cycle, 172.
^'
Cyrus H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (Analecta Orientalia 38; Roma: Piazza Pilotta,
1965), 390. See page 59 Column V lines 22-25 in the tale ofAqhat for a poetic parallelism
identifying Kothar wa-Hasis as Hyn. Also, see Stanislav Segert, A Basic Grammar ofthe Ugaritic
Language (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984).
^� Smith equates the Aramaic form hawnd
' with the Ugaritic hyn and notes that the
Targum to Proverbs 25: 16 renders the Hebrew tebunah as the Aramaic hawna '. Smith then
proposes that "Kothar may have been the divine prototype for Bezalel" since both are West
Semitic wise craftsman summoned to build a divine abode. See Smith, The Ugaritic Baal Cycle,
171-172.
^' Michael B. Dick, ed., Born in Heaven, Made on Earth: The Making ofthe Cult Image
in the Ancient Near East (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1999), 55-121.
In this particular inscription, one of the statues in question is the Babylonian cult statue
ofMarduk. See Dick, Born in Heaven, Made on Earth, 63.
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in this renewal process can be found both in Esarhaddon's prayer and his
consultation with diviners.^^
Endow the skilled (engiiti) craftsmen (DUMU.MES ummdni)
whom you ordered to complete this task with as high an
understanding as Ea, their creator. " Teach them skills by your
exalted word . . . They (the gods) indicated to me the names of
the artisans (fit) for completing the work . . . I brought
carpenters, goldsmiths, metalworkers, stonecutters�skilled
artisans knowledgeable . . .
Esarhaddon pleads, in his prayer to the gods, to "endow" the craftsmen in
this text. The King requests specifically for the endowment of "understanding."
This type of "understanding" is compared in line 1 8 to the "understanding" like
that of the god Ea. Hence, Esarhaddon beseeches the gods not only for a divine
endowment of these craftsmen but for the endowment of a divine skill,
"understanding." Furthermore, notice that the craftsmen are described as being
already "skilled," enquti. CAD notes that this word, enqu, can also refer to
"wisdom." In this context, the significance of enqii is that even though the
craftsmen are described as "wise," Esarhaddon requests that the gods divinely
endow them. Also, line 25 suggests that these craftsmen were divinely appointed
for their positions. The inscription notes that the gods chose the craftsmen that
they deemed were capable of the renewal process. And finally, the craftsmen in
this inscription are described as being "knowledgeable."
TuL No. 2f^
This text also describes the Mesopotamian mis pi ritual and includes a
brief description of the craftsmen involved in preparing the statues for use. These
For the translation of the lines in Figure 2.12, see Dick, Born in Heaven, 65.
^
''enqu," CAD 4:\5\.
The numbering of this text as TuL No. 27 is based on Dick, Born in Heaven, 103.
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workers are described as ummdni muduti, translated by Michael Dick as "skilled
craftsman. "^^ , The Akkadian mudut can also refer to "knowledge."^^
Conclusions to Craftsman Phrases in Ancient Near Eastern
Building Inscriptions
A couple ofpreliminary conclusions can be made based upon the above
study of Sumerian, Akkadian, Phoenician, and Ugaritic building inscriptions.
(1) A prominent feature of these inscriptions is divine election. The Sumerian and
Akkadian inscriptions especially emphasize this aspect. For Ur-Bau and the
Gudea inscriptions, the concept ofbeing "chosen" or "selected" by a god/the gods
is a prominent feature. (2) Figure 2.1 (see page 25) illustrates that the role of
builders in ancient Near Eastern literature includes a range of abilities and skills,
notably, "knowledge," "wisdom," "understanding," "expertise," and "skill."
Figure 2. 1 also reveals that there are four descriptive phrases found in the
animated ritual inscriptions including: "skill," "wisdom," "knowledge," and
"understanding." In the ritual texts, these terms refer specifically to the skills for
craftsmanship. Furthermore, three of these phrases ("skill," "wisdom," and
"knowledge") are also found throughout the royal monumental inscriptions.
Subsequently, it is possible that the recurrences of these phrases in the royal texts
also refer to the skills for craftsmanship. Notice that the occurrences of
descriptive phrases that seem to indicate skills for craftsmanship are highlighted
in gray in Figure 2. 1
For this phrase, see line 18 m Dick, Born In Heaven, 106-107.
Huehnergard, A Grammar ofAkkadian, 507.
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Figure 2.1
Overview ofDescriptive Phrases
in Ancient Near Eastern Building Inscriptions
Builder Descriptive Phrases' Classification
Ur-Bau "strength"
"wisdom" (gestu)
"a favorable name"
Gudea "strength"
"a treasured name"
"a true shepherd"
"a beloved slave"
"a reverent slave"
"very intelligent" Sumeria 71o^>
"wisdom" (gal mu-zu, gestu-dagal)
"knowledge" (KA.zu)
3
Build
'al
Mon
"a house-builder" E'tw
c
3
Sin-iddinam "wisdom" (gestu-dagal)
fb
3
(a
"intelligence"
"a good name"
il
Inscri
AmmT-ditana "wisdom" (nemequm)
ns
Q
lahdun -LTm "perfect" 3VI
Etana "a master-builder" >TT
Esarhaddon "expertise"
"knowledgeable of every craft" kadian
Nabonidus "intelligence"
Baal ^^^(hyn)
Votivegaritic
The
craftsmen in
Esarhaddon's
"understanding"
"knowledge"
"wisdom" (enqii) Animated
1InscriptiRenewal ofthe Gods Akkadi
The "skiUf (mudat) 3 o 735 ?
craftsmen in
TuL No. 27
^ Descriptive phrases that seem to indicate skills for craftsmanship are highlighted in gray.
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Chapter 3
Craftsman Phrases in Biblical BuildingAccounts
The study of craftsman phrases in Chapter 2 revealed several aspects of the position of
craftsmen in ancient Near Eastern inscriptions. Notably, many of these craftsmen are
empowered by a deity with a range of skills and abilities including: "skill," "wisdom,"
"knowledge," and "understanding." The intent of this chapter is to compare and contrast the
language of craftsmanship in the Bible with the language of craftsmanship in the ancient Near
East. Therefore, we will first explore the language of craftsmanship in the biblical texts, and
then conclude with a discussion of the language of craftsmanship throughout the ancient Near
Eastern world.
The Tabernacle: Exodus 24:15-31:18 and 34:29-40:38
The building of the tabemacle is described in detail in Exodus 24: 1 5-3 1 : 1 8 and 34:29-
OQ
40:38. The first account records the commands of Yahweh to Moses, and the second records
Moses' retelling of Yahweh' s instructions to Israel and the execution of the instructions. The
latter account is almost a word for word quotation of the first: the order ofMoses' retelling is
identical to Yahweh's original instructions in 24: 15-31:18, and both the designations of artisans
recorded in 31:1-6 and in 35:30-36:1 are similar. Exodus 31:1-6 and 35:30-36:1 are rich with
descriptive phrases revealing that Bezalel was divinely endowed by Yahweh for his work.
A comparison of Exodus 31:1-6 and 35:30-36:1 reveals an undeniable literary
relationship between the two pericopes. A four-tiered structure is apparent in each of these
These two texts are interrupted by the story of the Golden Calf, 32:1-34:28. Hurowitz suggests that these
three passages fall into a pattern found in Mesopotamian building stories in which a rebellious act interrupts a
building account. Victor (Avigdor) Hurowitz, "The Golden Calf and the Tabemacle," Shnaton 7:51-59 (Enghsh
Abstract: 9-10), 1983-1984.
In addition, the order of Israel's actual constmction recorded in Exodus 36:8-40:33 and Yahweh's
instructions in 24: 1 5-3 1 : 1 8 are analogous.
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Figure 3.1
Yahweh's Instruction to Moses
in Exodus 31:1-6
Moses' Retelling to Israel
in Exodus 35:30-35
nx-i imh ncb-bx nin"* -isiii 31:1-2
na/ab nn-]? nix""!? "^><'?a3 ?(an �'nxip
T :
And Yahweh said to Moses saying, "See, I have
called by name Bezalel, the son ofUri, the son of
Hur, from the tribe of Judah.
IN"! '^KHto'' ''i^-bVi nm "inK'l 35:30
nn-p ^xSan Dm nin'^ iii^^
Then Moses said to the sons of Israel, "See,
Yahweh has called by name Bezalel, the son
ofUri, the son ofHur, from the
tribe of Judah.
Yahweh
calls
Bezalel
nnpna n^n'SN mn Inx 't<'7nNi3i:3
T T ; T :
- -
: t : �
"And I have filled him with the Spirit of God in
wisdom, in understanding, in knowledge, and in
all craftsmanship.
nasna n^rih^ nn inx 35:3 1
T T : T ;
- -
: t
"And he has filled him with the Spirit of God
in wisdom, in understanding, in knowledge,
and in all craftsmanship.
Yahweh
endowsBezalel
f]P33i nnn nito'? nhmn im'? 31:4-5
T T : T :
"To devise inventions to work in gold, in silver,
and in bronze, and in the skillful working of
precious stone for setting, and in the skillfiil
working ofwood, to work in every craft.
3nn nwh nacna 2mh) 35:32-33
:nncnQ nDxSp-'^Da nicy'? fy ntfinni
"And to devise inventions to work in gold, in
silver, and in bronze, and in the skillful
working ofprecious stone for setting, and in
the skillfiil working ofwood, to work in
every inventive craft.
A
Description
of
the
Endowment
'3i<"''?ns HK inx �'nra "nsn 31:6
:^n"'i2 -ittjK-'73 mwv) rrasn Tin]1 � � � V T T : T : T � - t
"Now I myself have appointed with him Oholiab,
son ofAhimsamach, from the fribe ofDan. Even
into the hearts of all the skillfiil, I have given
wisdom so that they may do all that I have
commanded you."
xin labs in: n-iin'pT 35:34-36:1
k'pP q^'ntsnS Tiao''nx-|3 ax-'bnNi
T T T -:
- �� - ; T t
nybina l??3ix2i n^snn n^'i] im]
.... T : T "
" : "
- � T
-
T � t: T : �� :
-
: t t : t -:
-
T T : T T
� � - T V -: " - -;
nsKSa-Ss-nx nwh nvih nana
V V : T T -: T T
- T
"And he has put in his heart to teach, he and
Oholiab, son ofAhimsamach, from the tribe
ofDan. He has filled them with skill to do
every craft of skillful work, inventive work,
and in variegated work, in blue, in purple, in
scarlet of scarlet, and in fine linen, and
weaving, and doing every kind of craft, and
devising inventions. Now Bezalel, Oholiab,
and all the skillfiil that Yahweh has given
wisdom and understanding to know how to
work in every craft for the work of the
sanctuary, will do according to all that
Yahweh commanded.
The
Appointment
of
Additional
Artisans
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'
Apart from these two building accounts, the name Bezalel is mentioned only three additional
times in the Old Testament, two ofwhich refer to this artisan. Bezalel is listed in a genealogy found in 1
Chronicles 2:20 and ia 2 Chronicles 1:5, he is referred to as the one who made the bronze altar for the
tabemacle. It has been suggested that the name Bezalel means "in the shadow of El." See Jeffrey A. Eager,
"Bezalel," ABD 1:717.
^ The verbal stem ofKiiaN is Piel and the form requires two accusatives. The first accusative, ins,
is a direct-object accusative and a recipient of the verb's action; Yahweh has "filled him." The second
object, cn^N nT\, functions as an adverbial accusative describing the way in which Yahweh filled Bezalel,
"with the spirit ofGod." (See Bmce K. Waltke and M. O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew
Syntax [Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1990], 10.2.1.)
^ Oholiab only appears in these tabemacle accounts. Rather than 3t<"''7nN, the LXX reads Eliap =
"God of father." In contrast, Edwin Hostetter suggests that 3>j:"''7ni< can be franslated as "family of
father," "tent of father," or as a nominal sentence, "father is a tent." See Edwin C. Hostetter, "Oholiab,"
/45D5:10.
This particle, nan, serves to create a nominative absolute by isolating and emphasizing the
subject, See Waltke and O'Coimor, Hebrew Syntax, 16.3.5.
^ This waw fimctions emphatically. With the 3 preposition, these prefixes are best translated as,
"even into." See Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, 39.2.1b.
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accounts: Yahweh calls Bezalel, Yahweh endows Bezalel, the endowment is described, and
additional artisans are appointed. Only a few discrepancies can be found between the two
accounts. These distinctions can be seen in Figure 3.1. Note, for example, that nniiJllQ, found in
35:33, is an addition that is absent in the first account. The nominal form means "ingenious
works" and adds a certain artistic and inventive flare to the skills that were given to Bezalel.
Similarly, 35:35 identifies additional skills that the craftsmen are enabled to do. Also, in 35:34
Moses asserts that Bezalel and Oholiab will teach the additional artisans whereas in 3 1 :6,
Yahweh appoints these artisans and gives them riQpn. This nuance of teaching highlights the
superior position that Bezalel and Oholiab held. The minimal differences between Exodus 31:1-
6 and 35:30-36:1 attest to the close literary relationship that the two pericopes share.
The pericopes of 3 T. 1 -6 and 35:30-36:1 include a rich use of vocabulary to describe the
craftsmen involved in building the tabemacle. Four of these terms, in particular, recur several
times: HQpn, n313ri, PI?'!, and riDX^Q. The following section will discuss these phrases in more
detail.
nnDn/nnn
T : T - -:
In the biblical accounts, the fundamental meaning of the root DDH is "skill."^� At times
DDn describes a physical skill while in other contexts, it refers to the mental aspects of skill
normally associated with intellectual wisdom.^' DSn is also attested in most of the Semitic
languages. Akkadian, for example, has hakdmum. AHw defines this term as "verstehen.
'� M. Soeb0, "nsn," TDOT \ A\%-A2A. This root appears 340 times in the Old Testament.
Gerald Wilson, "DSn," NIDOTTE 2:130-134. A high concentration of these occurrences is found in
wisdom literature.
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begreifen."^^ Ugaritic texts know the root, hkm, as "wise."^^ Also, recall that Chapter Two
revealed that "wisdom" can refer specifically to a skill for craftsmanship. Similarly, the
endowment of "wisdom" in the Exodus building narratives denotes skill for craftsmanship.
In the parallel accounts ofExodus 31:1-6 and 35:30-35, DDn occurs five times. Four
times the root appears as the noun H^pn, twice with a 3 prefix, n?3pn2 (31:3 and 35:31), once
standing alone (3 1 :6), and once in construct with "ih (35:35). And once, DDFI appears as an
adjective in construct with 3*7, Dyosn (3 1 :6).^'* A few of these occurrences require ftirther
explanation.
The ambiguous 3 preposition found in 3 1 :3 and 35:3 1 also occurs with n]13n3, nJ?*!?,
and nDK'pQ"'7D3. English translators do not agree upon the function and meaning of this
preposition. The NIV and NRS translation "with" suggests that these clauses consist of a
compilation of skills Bezalel was given. But, the NAS and NKJ translation "in" suggests that the
clauses are descriptions ofD'^n'^'N PITl, ways in which the spirit of God could be used by
Bezalel. Since the 3 preposition functions in a variety ofways, either translation could be
grammatically accurate. However, based on its surrounding context, 3 is used here to specify
the realm ofDTlbx nil. Like the NAS and NKJ suggest, this prefix should be translated,
"with the Spirit of God in wisdom, in understanding, in knowledge, and in all craftsmanship."
"hakamu(m)," AHw 1 :309.
Wilson, NIDOTTE 2:131. Miiller notes that all of the Ugaritic occurrences of hkm are associated with
the High god El. H. Muller, "Dsn," roor4:364-368.
The construct form, D3n, is foimd only five additional times in the Old Testament, three ofwhich occur
in the tabemacle account (Exodus 36: 1,2,8). See Abraham Even-Shoshan, ed., A New Concordance of the Bible:
Thesaurus ofthe Language ofthe Bible Hebrew & Aramaic Roots, Words, Proper Names, Phrases, & Synonyms
(Jemsalem: "Kiryat Sefer" Publishing House, 1993), 368.
For flirther discussion on the 3 of specification see Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, 1 1.2.5e.
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Hence, the infilling of the WTihifi mi is manifested in a variety of skills, namely: H^Dn, HDian,
n:;^, and HDK'^'n-bs.
T T : T
English translators also disagree upon the translation of nyODn'bs 3*731. This chain,
found in 31 :6, literally translated is "in the heart of all the wise of heart." The NIV translates the
phrase as "craftsman" and the NRS and IPS translate "skillftil." However, the NAS maintains a
literal translation, "and in the hearts of all who are skillful." Likewise, the NKJ translates "the
hearts of all who are gifted artisans." These latter translations preserve a more literal rendering
of the Hebrew text. Accordingly, I have translated, "even into the hearts of all the skillful."^^
The meaning of this clause followed by riQDn "'nriD communicates the specialty of the
endowment. Though they are already skilled, 3'7"D3in"b3, Yahweh gives additional riQDn.
Enghsh translators agree upon the translation of 3'7"n?33n. This chain, found in 35:35, literally
Q7
translated is "wise ofheart." However, translators render this as "skill/skillful."
T ;
This noun can express a wide range ofmeaning in the biblical accounts including:
aptitude, intelligence, insight, knowledge, and understanding.^^ Cognates of its root, ]''3, are
attested in most of the Semitic languages.^^ Ugaritic, for example, has bn as "understand."'^'^
n313n occurs twice in Figure 3.1. In this context, 1131311 is best interpreted as "understanding."
For the translation "even into," see footnote 5 on Figure 3.1.
Wilson, NIDOTTE 2:132. In other contexts, this phrase, nh'nmn, refers to an advanced state ofwisdom
unrelated to craftsmanship. See Proverbs 10:8 and 16:21 for this meaning.
Terence E. Fretherai, ""|"'a," NIDOTTE 1:652-653. This root occurs 42 times in the Old Testament.
^ Fretheim, NIDOTTE 1:652.
'�� Hehner Ringgren, "^'3 bm," TDOT2:99-101. y2, much like QDU, has a high concentration of
occurrences in wisdom literature. Ringgren comments that "the wisdom character of this word [njian] is assured
by the sapiential context m which it occurs." Notice, twenty-two recurrences of the substantive nJian are explicitly
connected with Dsn. See Ringgren, 7^072:105-106.
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English translators agree on this rendering. In both of its occurrences n313n is prefixed with the
2 preposition, n313na. Like ntlDH, this prefix should be translated as, "z� understanding".
In the biblical accounts, the root, 171% can refer to: "knowledge, ability, insight,
perception, to find out, or to have sexual relations with."^''' l^T' has several cognates in other
Semitic languages. These occurrences include the Akkadian, idum/edum, and the Ugaritic,
Phoenician, and Aramaic >-J Akkadian also attests the nominal form, ny"!, as di'(a)tum^^^
and Ugaritic attests d't, "acquaintance," and md', "friend."^^^ We have seen in Chapter 2 that
several of the ancient Near Eastern inscriptions attest that the descriptive phrase, "knowledge,"
can refer specifically to a skill for craftsmanship.
In the parallel accounts presented in Figure 3.1, D^l appears twice (31:3 and 35:31). In
this context, English translators render the noun as "knowledge." Both instances ofDVl include
a prefixed 2 preposition, ni7*13.^^^ Just like riQpna and 1313113, the 3 prefix on niJ*13 should
be translated as "in knowledge."
T T :
This noun is translated in several semantic domains including: property, craftsmanship,
work, administrations, and deeds/acts. Its proposed root is *lyk. Although this verbal form is
Fretheim, NIDOTTE 2:409.
G. J. Botterweck, "yT," 71)075:448-481.
'"^ AHw defines this term as "wissen, kennen." See "edu(m)" AHw 1:187.
^�^"di'(a)tum;' AHw 1:168.
Gordon here.
'"^ This form occurs three additional times in the Old Testament: Prov. 1 1 :9, 24:4, and Eccl. 2:2 1 . See
Even-Shoshan, A Concordance of the Bible, 271.
Stephen T. Hague, "nSNSo," NIDOTTE 2:943-946. This noun appears 167 times in the Old Testament.
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not attested in Hebrew, it is found in other Semitic languages meaning "to send."'�^ According
to H. J. Fabry, Ugaritic attests I'k oxl'ak, "to send," and Arabic attests la'aka and 'alaka, "to
send."'�^ But, the distribution ofHDx'^p throughout the biblical texts suggests that it is
associated mainly with sanctuary and religious objects/ '� Furthermore, "nowhere in the Bible is
it used specifically for the idea ofphysical labor, and, conversely, it always implies a work
involving skill."" ^
In Figure 3.1, JIDK^Q appears five times and refers specifically to "craftsmanship"
(31 :3,5, 35:31,33,35). English translators agree on this rendering. In each of its occurrences,
HDn'^Q is in construct with h"^. Four times it is also prefixed with the 21 preposition. Once
again, this 3 prefix should be translated as "in all craftsmanship."
A few preliminary conclusions can be made based on the above study. (1) The
convergence ofH^pn, 1131311, fll^'l, and ri3Kb?2"':'3 in Exodus 31:3 and 35:31 is the crux of
Bezalel's appointment for craftsmanship. The repetition of each of these terms throughout both
pericopes attests to the continuing recognition of these terms as craftsman phrases. Furthermore,
the final clause, nDN'j'?3"':'D3, in this chain ofphrases, n?33n3, 11313113, and nyiS, suggests
that Bezalel's endowment had no limit regarding the tasks related to craftsmanship. (2) Yahweh
called Bezalel directly by name (31:1, 35:30). This simple "calling" is significant. Before he
was divinely empowered for his work, Yahweh himself specifically appointed Bezalel. (3) The
resultative clause in 31:6, identified by the converted Perfect form ^W, identifies the reason for
H. J. Fabry, "meld'kd," 7^078:325-331.
Fabry, 7Z)07 8:325.
"�Ibid.
Ibid., 330.
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the endowment of the craftsmen in the tabemacle accounts."^ Yahweh has filled Bezalel with
the U''r'ihi< nn and he has divinely inspired Oholiab and ih'nDn'hD "so that" they will make
all that Yahweh has commanded them. The reason for Yahweh's election to appoint and divinely
fill artisans was simply for the completion of the tabemacle. (4) In the tabemacle accounts,
Yahweh endowed individuals who were already talented at their work. The craftsmen are
described as D^'Dpn yet Yahweh granted them additional n?3pn. This is testimony to Yahweh's
initiation and oversight in the building of the tabemacle. (5) Bezalel is the only craftsman in the
tabemacle accounts that is empowered with a collection of skills by the spirit of Yahweh.
Hence, Bezalel's position as a craftsman is like none other in the Exodus narratives.
This converted Perfect, itoui, preceded by ^m\, fiinctions as a consequential clause, hence the translation
"so that." See Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, 32.2.3c.
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B. The Temple: 1 Kings 5:15-9:25 and 2 Chronicles 2:1-7:11
The account of Solomon's temple, recorded in both 1 Kings 5:15-9:25 (Eng. 5:1-9:25)"^
and 2 Chronicles 2: 1 -7: 1 1 , is the premier building event in the Old Testament. Each of these
narratives agree on a basic story line: Solomon corresponds with Hiram, the king of Tyre,
requesting aid for the temple construction, Hiram replies favorably and sends assistance,
numerous workers complete the building construction, and finally, the temple is dedicated.
1 Kings 5:15-9:25 and 2 Chronicles 2:1-7:1 1 reveal an array of phrases used to describe the
workers involved in the building of the temple.
Figure 3.2 illustrates three categories of descriptions of the craftsmen in the temple
narratives: descriptions of the workers, descriptions ofKing Solomon, and descriptions of the
craftsman Huram-abi.""^ Notice that only the second category includes descriptions of a royal
figure. King Solomon. Furthermore, Figure 3.2 illustrates that the request from King Solomon in
the Chronicle's account and the reply firom King Hiram are very similar. Hiram gives to
From this point forward, I will refer only to the Hebrew references.
There is contextual confiision regarding the name of this craftsman as well as the name "Hiram," the
King of Tyre. The English translation, "Hiram," refers to two different Hebrew forms, uyu and DiT'n, as well as
two different individuals in the Old Testament, each ofwhom are associated in some way with Tyre. One reference
is to the "king of Tyre," and the other is to a "man ofTyre," �'lj{"2J"'t<, known as the craftsman of Solomon's
temple. In addition to Dyn and DiT'n, the name of the craftsman from Tyre appears as Dnin and Dnin. English
translators render these latter forms as "Huram" and "Huram-abi" respectively. These Hebrew forms, Dnin and
�'3N Dnin, and their respective franscriptions, "Huram" and "Huram-abi," are only found in the Chronicles narrative.
Notice that when "Hiram" appears in the Chronicles account, the Masoretes indicate that it should be read as
"Huram" by a Kethib and Qere. For examples, see 1 Chronicles 14:1 and 2 Chronicles 9: 10. The addition of ""DK in
u~m may be explained as a title for the craftsman and rendered as, "Huram, my master" but is usually
interpreted simply as an addendum to his name. RudolfMosis suggests that the addition, ""ax, is an attempt by the
author to parallel the craftsman roles ofHuram-abi with Oholiab giving each name the same ending. See Rudolf
Mosis, Untersuchungen zur Theologie des chronistischen Geschichtswerkes. (Germany: Herder, 1973), 167. More
attention to the parallelism between Oholiab and Huram-abi will be made later in this chapter.
In Figure 3.2, the "king of Tyre" appears as DiT'n (1 Kings 5:32) and the "man of Tyre," the craftsman,
appears as onin (2 Chronicles 2: 13). From this point forward, I will refer to the craftsman of Solomon's temple
as "Huram-abi" and the King ofTyre as "Hiram." Also, the name DTn is an abbreviation of the Phoenician
"Ahiram" meaning, "My brother is exalted." See Keith W. Whitelam, "Hiram," ABD 3:203-205. And fmally, an
inscribed sarcophagus has confirmed that there was a man named Hiram who was king of Tyre during the tenth-
century BCE. See Mordechai Cogan, IKings (AB 10; New York: Doubleday, 2001), 226. An article by R. Giveon
debates whether the icon on this sarcophagus, a lotus flower, should be considered a symbol of the king's rulership
or his deification. See R. Giveon, "King or God on the Sarcophagus ofAhiram," IEJ9/1 (1959): 57-59.
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Figure 3.2
1 Kings 4:29, 5:20b, 26-28, 5:32, 7:14 and 2 Chronicles 2:6-7, 11-13:
A Collection ofDescriptions of the Builders
imh -\m "733 �^'p ]m ^nn:: "istoi -^nny-ay rn^ nayi i Kings 5:20b
And my servants will be with your servants, and the wages of your servants I will give you, according to all that
you say.
"^Sx D-'^b^ can �'nil '^xnto'^-bsp oa r\tih^ "^hipn Sy'.i i Kings 5:2?
And King Solomon raised forced labor from all of Israel, and the forced labor was 30,000 men.
:Oan"blJ ^DTHKI 1 Kings 5:28b
Now, Adoniram was over the forced labor.
jT'sn nin'^ ?"�anxm ?��ayn i3"'3'i ?�''^nam olTn �'321 nbStu -^n i^s'i i Kings 5:32� T - : � � T -: T : � �� t � t- � : � - : � �� : �� : : �- ^
And Solomon's builders and Hiram's builders and the Gebalites cut them, and they prepared the timber and the
stones to build the house.
rD'jn n^^-hv im 2h anni nxa nann nmm nub^h nasn D-'n'^x ]n'i i Kings 4:29
Now God gave Solomon wisdom and very great understanding and breadth ofmind, like the sand that is on
the seashore.
'h-\2i -\m2 T\nb^h napn in; nin'^i i Kings 5:26a
And Yahweh gave wisdom to Solomon, just as he had said to him.
"in: im fixn-nxi D^a^a'n-nx nw im 'px'ita^ �'n'^x nrn] nnin lax'i 2 chronicles 2:ii
:imD'?i2'? n^ai nin^"? n^a'nJT im nrni Sdc ynr DDn ]2 -^San Tn'p
Then Huram said, "Blessed be Yhwh, the God of Israel, who made heaven and earth, who has given to King
David a wise son, knowing insight and understanding, who will build a house for Yhwh and a royal palace for
himself"
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napnn-nx K'?a�i n^n3 ^in nij-ta-'x raxi �''pris? ntsan xin naabx 'nm-]2 i Kings 7:i4
rlnsxSa-bs-nK nb'Sw '-n'^an-bx xi2"i nii}n33'nDx':'a-':'3 nitay':' nuin-nxi n:i2nn-nxi
: - : T V : I - v t- v : - t t : T -:
- - - -
; y . - ... :
He was a widow's son of the tribe ofNaphtali , and his father was a man ofTyre, a worker in bronze; and he
was filled with wisdom and understanding and skill for doing any work in bronze. So he came to King
Solomon and performed all his work.
Requestfrom King Solomon to Hiram, the King ofTyre:
pnxai Snaai ncnm nosai nn-ra nlto'? Dsn-tD-'x ''h-vh^ nnui 2 chronicles 2:6-7
TH pan D^mn-'ni nnin-'a '^au im ?"�aDnn-a:: n^mnst nnsb rTi n^sni ':'''a-iDi
D^ynr -laix �'nrT ^�'Dx �'s "il^n^na D-'aia'pxi ?�'^l-ia ?�'nx �'ar "''p'n'pm t-inx
t^^naiJ-Di) nay "nsni liaa*? nil?'?
"And now send me a skilled man to work in gold, silver, brass, and iron, and in purple, crimson, and violet
fabrics, and who knows how to make engraving, to work with the skilled men that I have in Judah and
Jerusalem, whom David my father provided. Send me also cedar trees, cypress, and algum timber from
Lebanon, for I know that your servants know how to cut timber ofLebanon; and indeed, my servants will be
with your servants."
Replyfrom the King ofTyre to King Solomon:
raxi n nl3a"ia n^'x"ia t^-'ax wmh nra ynr ?sn-^-'X �^wht nnui 2 chronicles 2:12-13�t:It :I" t'Iv "t t ; y.-.. y j . . ... ^ t-:
naai n'r'sna ]anxa ?"'aiJai D''3axa bnaa ntaiiaa noaaran-ta rm)jh n2i"ia"'x
;'?l''ax TT} ��nx �'aani �^�'aan-oi? 'h'j^T im na^ana-'^a atanSi nws"':'3 nns'pi b'^a-iaai
"And now I am sending a skilled man, knowing understanding, Huram-abi, the son of a woman from the fribe
ofDan and his father, a man from Tyre, who knows how to work in gold, silver, bronze, iron, stone, and
wood, in purple, violet, linen, and crimson fabrics, and to engrave all engravings and to devise all inventions
which are given to him, with your skillfiil men and the skillfiil men ofmy lord David your father."
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' This disjunctive waw is best translated as "now." See Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax,
39.2.4.
^ In addition to ?sn-ttJ-'N, the LXX includes Kai eidcna, "and knowledgeable." This is a helpful
addition because it not only adds to the list of skills that Huram-abi' s received for his position as a
craftsman but it also agrees with Hiram's response in 2 Chronicles 2:12-13, which describes the craftsman
as being "knowledgeable."
^ The emphasis of "I" noted by the 1^' personal pronoun and "'ni?"!^ is explained by Waltke and
O'Connor as "self-assertion." See Waltke and O'Cormor, Hebrew Syntax, 16.3 .2e.
"* This nan particle fimctions as an exclamation, according to Waltke and O'Coimor, and serves to
"ground and define the material that follows." Hence, King Solomon assures Hiram, the King of Tyre, that
"indeed" their servants will work together. See Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, 40.2. Ic.
^ The LXX renders "'as as rdv ncCidd fxov. Hence, these translators regard as a description of
Huram rather than an addendum to his name, Huram-abi. This interpretation is, however, absent in the
Syriac version. This addition of will be discussed later in the chapter.
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Solomon not only exactly what he asks for, DSn'^^N, but 13^3 WIT DDPf^^K. Hence, Hiram
exceeds King Solomon's request by sending him a "skilled artisan knowing understanding."
Also, notice that the position of a supervisor/leader ruling over the workers is found in the Kings
account. 1 Kings 5:28b singles out one man, Adoniram, DTHK, who was over the forced
labor."^
The Kings and Chronicles accounts in Figure 3.2 reveal a rich use of vocabulary to
describe the workers involved in the building of the temple. These phrases include: Oil, Cllll),
n^n, and nQsn/DDn.
In the Biblical texts, this noun means "tribute, tax, or compulsory labor. ""^ Its root is of
unknown origin, but Martin Noth suggests that it derives from ms, an Egyptian root meaning "to
bring.""' Akkadian attests one of the only related forms, massu}^^ AHw defines this term as
"Dienstverplichter"."^ Likewise CAD translates massu as, "corvee worker."^^^
DQ appears three times in the temple narrative recorded in 1 Kings (5:27 and 5:28) but is
absent in the Chronicles account. In this context, DQ refers to "forced labor," rendered
correctly by English translators. In addition to this defmition, North suggests that 012 denotes the
Adoniram has already been introduced to the Biblical reader in 2 Samuel 20:24 as an official in the
King's court. His final appearance in the Biblical accounts is in 1 Kings 12:18 where he is tragically murdered after
Solomon's death. See Phillip E. McMillion, "Adoniram," ABD 1:76.
Gerald A. Klingbeil, "00," NIDOTTE 2:992-995. This noun is found an additional 20 times in the Old
Testament. See Even-Shoshan, A New Concordance of the Bible, 683.
See Footnote 1 on p. 427 of R. North, "DO mas," 77)078:427-430 for the reference to Martin Noth's
work, Konige 1-16. BK, IX/1 (^1982), 212. North disagrees with Noth's proposal stating that, "although compulsory
labor was common in Egypt, it cannot be associated with a particular word" (page 427).
North, 70078:427-428.
"massu," AHw, 619.
"massu," CAD 10/1:327.
This 00 organization is reproved beforehand in 1 Samuel 8:11.
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"work of unskilled laborers."*^^ This is a particularly helpful nuance because it provides an
important distinction between the work of skilled craftsmen, such as Bezalel and Oholiab in the
tabemacle accounts, and the work of unskilled men, such as the OQ in the Kings narrative.
� T
This root, 1317, is translated in the biblical texts as: "work, perform, serve, and
worship."'^"* ~I3U occurs throughout all of the West Semitic languages. Included among some of
these cognates is 'bd, "to serve," attested in Ugaritic, and '"bad, "to make," attested in
Aramaic. Likewise, the nominal form in Hebrew, *131J, meaning "slave, servant, or
subordinate," is attested by the Ugaritic and Phoenician noun, 'bd, and the Aramaic form,
%ed}^^
?"�IZiy is found two times in the Kings narrative (1 Kings 5:20b) and twice in Chronicles
(2 Chronicles 2:7). English translators generally agree on rendering these usages as "servants."
In both 1 Kings 5:20b and 2 Chronicles 2:7, Cnsi? is suffixed by personal pronouns, "''131? and
'^'''131?. In these occurrences, the 1^^ personal pronoun refers back to "Solomon," hence the
English translation "Solomon's servants," and the 2"*^ personal pronoun refers to "Hiram,"
"Hiram's servants." These examples emphasize the subordinate nature of the "servants" to their
kings, Solomon and Hiram.
North, 7Z)Or 8:429.
'^^ Walsh proposes that these workers have to possess some type of skill in order to transport the sizeable
stones described in 1 Kings 5:31. Nonetheless, the "forced labor" in the Kings pericope is not described with divine
concepts/phrases. See Jerome T. Walsh, IKings (Berit 01am: Studies in Hebrew Narrative & Poetry; Collegeville,
Minnesota: Liturgical Press, 1996), 100.
Eugene Carpenter, "lay," NIDOTTE :304-309.
1^ Ringgren, "nay (abad)," TDOT 377-378.
Ringgren, "13^ (abad)," TDOT 3,11-31%. Akkadian also attests the related form, abdu, although only as
a loanword.
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In the biblical texts, this root, n33, means "to build, fortify, rebuild, or work on."'"^' 7133
is well attested in other Semitic languages. Ugaritic, for example, attests bny, Akkadian, banum,
Aramaic, b^nah, Moabite, bnh, Arabic, bn ', and Phoenician, bn}'^^ While most of these cognates
mean "to build," Akkadian and Ugaritic occasionally employ the nuanced meaning "to
129create." For example, the Ugaritic craftsman god, Kothar wa-Hasis, is ordered to "build," bn,
a palace for Yam in the Baal Cycle. Also, one ofEl's epithets is bny bnwt rendered, "creator
of the creation." In addition, we saw in Chapter Two that Gudea, ruler of Lagas, is described
as a "House-builder" designated by the Sumerian phrase, e-dii. As mentioned earlier, e-dii
translates into Akkadian as banum, a linguistic parallel to the Hebrew form n33.
Figure 3.2 reveals that the root n33 is found twice in the Kings account (1 Kings 5:32).
In each instance, n33 appears in construct in its participial form, ''pS.^^^ The first occurrence is in
construct with nHh^ and the second with DiT'n. English translators generally agree on
rendering these phrases as "Solomon's builders" and "Hiram's builders."
HQDn/DDn
T : T
-
-;
This root, DDn, has already been discussed in the tabemacle accounts where it was found
several times referring to both the "wisdom" and "skill" of craftsmen. Also, recall that Chapter
Two examined several building inscriptions that included references to "wise" craftsmen (Ur-
David M. Fouts, "n33," NIDOTTE 1:677-681.
Ibid., 677-678.
Wagner, "n33 bandh," 71)072:166-181.
For Kothar wa-Hasis' summon to "build," see The Baal Cycle, Column I Lines 7-8 ofParker, Ugaritic
Narrative Poetry, 95.
For the example ofEl's epithet, see A.R. Hulst, "n33 bnh," TLOT 1:245-246.
This root, n33, is not found m the tabemacle building accounts. Fouts suggests that this indicates that
things built, n33, are meant to be permanent, whereas the tabemacle was built for portability. See David M. Fouts,
"�n:2," NIDOTTE l:61S.
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Bau 5, Gudea Cylinders A and B, Sin-iddinam 15, AmmT-ditana 1 and 2, and Esarhaddon's
Renewal of the Gods).
In Figure 3.2, DDn is found several times. The nominal form, riQpn, appears three times
in the Kings narrative (1 Kings 4:29, 5:26a, 7:14). In the first two occurrences, "wisdom" is
given to King Solomon from Yahweh. Recall that several of the aforementioned ancient Near
Eastern building inscriptions describe this same circumstance wherein a god gives "wisdom" to a
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king. In the second instance, "wisdom" is a skill that describes the craftsman Huram-abi.
Also, the adjectival form, DSn, appears modifying the nouns ]2 (2 Chronicles 2:1 1) and t^J'^N (2
Chronicles 2:6,12). DDn ]2 refers back to King Solomon, the "wise son," and DDn"tD"'K
describes the craftsman Huram-abi, the "wise man." DDn ]2 also appears in a chain with 1J"1V,
bsto, and nr2. English translators differ on how to render this string ofphrases. The NIV
translators render, "endowed with intelligence and discernment," the NAS, NRS, and IPS state,
"endowed with discretion and understanding," and the NKJ translates, "endowed with prudence
and understanding." My translation of "knowing" as opposed to "endowed" is not only a more
literal rendering but it also maintains consistency with the other building accounts that utilize this
language to describe the position of craftsmanship.^'^'* Finally, cpsnrt appears twice with DiJ (2
Chronicles 2:6, 13). In both instances, this substantivized adjective refers to King Solomon's
workers, rendered by English translators as "skilled men" (NAS, NRS, NKJ) and "skilled
craftsmen" (NIV).
A few preliminary conclusions about the role of the craftsmen in the Kings and
Chronicles temple accounts can be made. (1) The majority of the builders in the Kings narrative
'^^ See especially Ur-Bau 5, Sm-iddinam 15, and AmmT-ditana 1 and 2.
For a discussion on adjectival uses of active participles see Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax,
37Ah.
appear to be "unskilled" indicated by the Hebrew terms, 0^, U^l^V, and D^pn. These builders
are not empowered for their work by a deity. In addition, the recurrences of ?"'"13;? and ?''33
emphasize the inferior position of the workers to their kings, "Solomon's servants/builders" and
"Hiram's servants/builders." (2) Huram-abi is sent by the King of Tyre to King Solomon as
assistance. Hence, the narrative suggests Huram-abi's role as craftsman is that of a helper to
King Solomon. (3) In Figure 3.2, Huram-abi and King Solomon are described as being given
"wisdom" and "knowledge." In addition, King Solomon is endowed with "breadth ofmind" and
"insight," and Huram-abi is filled with "skill for every craft." Furthermore, King Solomon is
depicted as being endowed with these skills from Yahweh. In contrast, the narratives do not
indicate who filled Huram-abi with his skills.
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C. The Rebuilding of the Temple and the City Walls: Ezra 1:1-6:18 and
Nehemiah 2:11-7:5, 12:27-43
The rebuilding of the temple is recorded in Ezra 1:1-6:18 and the rebuilding of the
city walls are recorded in Nehemiah 2:1 1-7:5, 12:27-43. The storyline of Ezra's narrative
includes: the return of the exiles to Judea to rebuild the temple, opposition to the
rebuilding of the temple, the eventual completion of the rebuilding, and the dedication of
the temple. Similarly, Nehemiah's narrative includes: a decision to restore the city's
breached walls and burnt gates, opposition to the restoration by Sanballat,'^^ the eventual
completion of the rebuilding, and the dedication (Nehemiah 12:27-43). Both of these
rebuilding pericopes include brief descriptions of the craftsmen involved in the
construction.
Figure 3.3 is a collective chart of descriptions of the workers involved in the
rebuilding of the temple and the city walls. This chart highlights a few items regarding
these workers. First, there is no endowment pericope in either of these stories, only
descriptions depicting the workers involved. Secondly, the Ezra narrative includes three
times as many descriptions of the workers as the Nehemiah narrative. In addition, the
two descriptive phrases found in Nehemiah's narrative, CDS and ?'''IZi;?, are already
found in Ezra's account. Finally, Figure 3.3 reveals three descriptive terms used in the
Ezra and Nehemiah accounts to describe the workers: I'^VTl, CDS, and ?"'131?.... 7 .7 � T -:
Sanballat is mentioned only in the book ofNehemiah. "Because of his foreign name, it is
generally believed that he was a descendant of one of the settlers whom the Assyrians deported to Samaria
after the fall of the northern kingdom of Israel in 721 BC." See H.G.M. Williamson, "Sanballat," ABD
5:973.
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Figure 3.3
Ezra l:lb-2, 5, 3:10, 5:11 and Nehemiah 2:20:
A Collection ofDescriptions of the Builders
inn-nx D^n'r'Kn T;?n h'Dh o'l'pni D^ansni "ip^aai nnin^*? nlaxn -^mi inip'^i Ezrai:5
Then the heads of the families of Judah and Benjamin, and the priests and the Levites arose, even
all whose spirit God stirred up to go up in order to rebuild the house of Yahweh which is in
Jerusalem.
nox-'3a D'ibm niiaisna n-^mhii ?�'jnsn rvK^)3^^ mn-' '^D-'n-nx caan nD"'i EzraSiioI T T �� : � � : - : : - � t -s ; � -: - � -: � t : - ... . - ...
When the builders laid the foundation of the temple ofYahweh, then the priests stood in their
vestments with trumpets, and the Levites, the sons ofAsaph, with cymbals, to praise Yahweh
according to the directions ofKing David of Israel.
xn-'a nai xy-ixi K'Q^ Tb^-"! Tinau inn x3n3K nan'? xaiTnn xnans xnaai Ezrasai
t:- I'-t t:-: t": tv: � :- � t;-": t �-: tt:- t":
:nb'?a(Di "inia an ^jn^h -^bm ]X"'ata nin nanpa naa Vi^jyi
"And thus they answered us a word, saying, 'We are them, the servants of the God of heaven and
earth and we are rebuilding the temple that was built many years ago, which a great king of Israel
built and completed it.
Dip] inay mm lab n^'?^: Kin n^mn ^h't'K nrh nnixi nan nniK ymi Nehemiah 2:20
And I answered them a word saying, "The God of heaven, he will give us success and we, his
servants, will rise up and rebuild; but you have no share, or right, or memorial in Jerusalem."
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This verb is found once in Figure 3.3 (Ezra 1 :5) and comes from the root nU
meaning "to excite, stir up."^^^ HI? is also attested in other Semitic languages.
Akkadian, for example, attests erum, "awake," and Arabic attests 'arra, "restless."'^' In
Figure 3.3, "111) appears in the Hiphil stem, 'y)3T[. English translators disagree on how to
render 'V]2r[. The NAS and NRS translate "stirred," the NKJ and NIV translate
"moved," the JPS franslates "roused," and Blenkinsopp translates "inspired."'^^ Also,
notice that the subject of T'iLJn is W'ThVs and the object is the nn of the returnees.
Hence, the decision for the exiles to return and rebuild the temple resulted from God's
prompting of their spirits rather than human opportunism. In addition, this root
appears in Ezra 1 : 1 and 2 Chronicles 36:22. In these verses, Yahweh "stirs" the spirit of
King Cyrus and appoints him to build him (Yahweh) a house in Jerusalem.
^"^^
The root, HDD, was studied earlier in this chapter where it referred to Solomon and
Hiram's "builders." In Figure 3.3, the root n33 appears six times, five ofwhich refer to
the action of the workers. The single instance that this root appears as a substantive is in
Ezra 3:10, CJan. This participle is best translated as "builders."
This is the same verb used in Ezra 1:1 that describes how God "stured" the heart ofCyrus.
Victor P. Hamilton, "my," NIDOTTE 3:351-360 and "ny," TDOT 10:569.
Joseph B. Blenkinsopp, Ezra-Nehemiah (OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1988), 76.
Schreiner states that "it is usually Yahweh who prompts someone." See J. Schreiner, "my,"
TPOr 10:568-574.
Also, Haggai 1:14 states, "Yahweh stirred up (my) the spirit ofZerubbabel the son of Shealtiel,
governor of Judah, and the spu-it of Joshua the son of Jehozadak, the high priest, and the spirit of all the
remnant of the people; and they came and worked on the house of Yahweh of hosts, thek God."
� T -;
This root, mv, was also already studied earlier in this chapter where it referred to
Solomon and Hiram's "servants." In Figure 3.3, 12V appears twice. Once this term
appears as the Aramaic form "'nilSiU (Ezra 5:11) and once it appears as the Hebrew form
VlZi;? (Nehemiah 2:20). In the first instance, Tliiaiy appears in a genitive relationship
with T\bi<. Hence, these workers are "God's servants." Similarly, the pronominal suffix
on ^"12^ refers back to ?"'n'^N, again, "God's servants."
A few summary conclusions regarding the craftsmen involved in rebuilding the
temple can be made. (1) The concept ofGod "stirring," T^VD, the spirits of the returnees
is a striking feature in Ezra's narrative. These workers are prompted to action.
Furthermore, the reason ?"'Il'^N prompts the returnees is so that they will rebuild the
temple. This is indicated by the h prefix preposition + an infinitive construct, ni^D^,
translated as "in order to rebuild."'"*^ (2) The ?''13;? in these accounts are described as
"God's servants." Hence, the workers in both narratives are subordinate to none other
than their god.
Conclusions to Craftsman Phrases in Biblical Building Accounts
After examining these three major building projects, conclusions can be made
regarding the position of craftsmen in biblical building accounts. (1) Descriptions of the
workers involved in biblical building stories vary widely. Some artisans are empowered
for their work by a deity (i.e. Bezalel, Oholiab, and King Solomon), some seem to
possess no skill whatsoever (i.e. the "forced labor" in the Kings account), others are
See Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, 36.2.3d.
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subordinate to their kings ("Solomon and Hiram's servants/builders"), still others are
subordinate to their deity, and fmally, some are prompted in their spirits by God to build.
Likewise, the range of terms used to describe the craftsmen varies widely. This is
highhghted in Figure 3.4 (see page 49). Such phrases include: "skill," "wisdom,"
"knowledge," and "understanding." Figure 3.4 also illustrates a distinction between the
descriptive phrases used to describe King Solomon, a royal figure, and the descriptive
phrases used to describe the rest of the workers found in the biblical building narratives.
Just as we compared the descriptive phrases in Chapter Two, a comparison of the
descriptive phrases in this chapter reveal several terms that we can consider to be
interpreted as skills for craftsmanship. The gray highlighted phrases in Figure 3.4
indicate these skills. (2) Bezalel and King Solomon are given assistance in their building
projects by other craftsmen namely, Oholiab and Huram-abi. Therefore, Bezalel and
King Solomon hold superior positions to their helpers, Oholiab and Huram-abi. In
addition, recall that while King Solomon requested help fi-om the King ofTyre for a
craftsman, Bezalel was given the help ofOholiab from Yahweh.
^'^^
(3) The craftsmen
described in the tabemacle accounts remain unique because every worker involved in the
constmction is described with n^Dn. All of the tabemacle craftsmen are "skilled." Not
T : T
only are Bezalel and Oholiab divinely endowed but "all the wise ofheart," ih'D^U'h'D,
are given nQDH by Yahweh.
In an interesting article, Raymond Dillard proposes that King Solomon and Huram-abi m the
Chronicles temple narrative are the "new Bezalel" and the "new Ohohab." Some ofhis arguments include;
Solomon and Bezalel both receive "wisdom" from God, Solomon and Bezalel are both from the fribe of
Judah, Solomon and Bezalel both have assistants (Huram-abi and Oholiab), and the addition of to
Huram is an attempt by the Chronicles narrative to give Huram and Oholiab the same name endings.
Dillard also suggests that Paul sees hunself as the "new Bezalel" in 1 Corinthians 2:5-17. Raymond B.
Dillard, "The Chronicler's Solomon." Westminster TheologicalJournal 43 (1981): 289-300.
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Figure 3.4
Overview of Craftsman Phrases
in Biblical Building Accounts
Builder Descriptive Phrases' Classification
King Solomon "wisdom"
"very great uii^^^^^^"
"breadth ofmind"
o
'<
�_
"insighf
Bezalel "wisdom"
"understanding" >
"knowledge"
o
"every craft"
fb
-1
�a
"spirit ofYahweh" hra
"skill"
VI
n
Vi
Oholiab "skill" nVi
"every craft" :ribi
"wisdom" sJO
"understanding*' ft
Others 'Svisdom" wor
"understandiii*J ker:
"every craft"
Vi
5"
Temple "servants"^ 3"�
workers "forced labor" 5^
"builders" lical
Huram-abi "skills cr
"understanding" E
"wisdom"
3
CTQ
tA
Ezra- "builders"
n
r>
o
Nehemiah "servants"
e
3
workers
' Descriptive phrases that seem to indicate skills for craftsmanship are highlighted in gray.
^ I have not highlighted the descriptive phrases depicting the vt^orkers in either the temple account
or in Ezra and Nehemiah since our word studies suggested that these terms do not denote skills for
craftsmanship.
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(4) Bezalel is the premier example of a craftsman in the biblical building
accounts. Not only is he a skilled artisan who is "called" by name by Yahweh, but the
spirit ofYahweh enhances his craftsman abilities by empowering him with several
attributes including: "wisdom," "understanding," and "knowledge." Furthermore,
Yahweh gives Bezalel ability to perform all tasks related to craftsmanship (n3x'^P"':'3)
and gives him and his craftsman helper, Oholiab, the ability to teach other already skilled
artisans (a'p'DDn). Bezalel's position as a craftsman in the tabemacle accounts is like
none other in the biblical building narratives.
Additional conclusions regarding craftsmen in the ancient Near Eastem world can
be made based on comparing and contrasting the studies of the language of craftsmanship
in Chapters Two and Three. (1) A prominent feature of the craftsmen described in these
chapters is that many are elected into their position by a god. Ur-Bau, the Gudea
inscriptions, Esarhaddon, and the Azatiwada inscription all attest the concept of being
"selected" or "chosen" by a god. Likewise, Bezalel and Oholiab in the tabemacle
accounts attest this concept. Bezalel, specifically is "called by name" by Yahweh for the
building of the tabemacle. In addition, the Ezra narrative describes that the spirits of the
retumees were "stirred." Hence, the decision for the exiles to retum and rebuild the
temple was based on God's prompting rather than their own initiative. (2) Many of the
craftsmen depicted in Chapters Two and Three are described as being divinely
empowered with skills for their work. Recall that Ur-Bau, several of the Gudea
inscriptions, Sin-iddinam, AmmT-ditana, and Esarhaddon's Renewal of the Gods all
record being endowed with skill/skills fi-om a god. Likewise, the biblical accounts record
that Bezalel, Oholiab, all the other skilled artisans firom the tabemacle account, and King
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Solomon are given skill from a deity. 3) Figure 3.5 (see page 52) illustrates the collection
of descriptive phrases found in both Chapters Two and Three that seemed to indicate
skills for craftsmanship. The collection of these phrases between the two chapters is
strikingly similar. Both chapters attest that the terms "skill," "wisdom," "knowledge,"
and "understanding" can refer specifically to the skills for craftsmanship. Furthermore,
recall that all four of these descriptive phrases are found in the tabemacle narratives
recorded in Exodus. And perhaps even more striking is that Bezalel is the only craftsman
described with three of these phrases namely, "wisdom," "knowledge," and
"understanding." Therefore, the skills for craftsmanship that Bezalel is empowered with
by the spirit of Yahweh in the Exodus narratives are characteristic of skills for
craftsmanship in the ancient Near Eastem world.
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Figure 3.5
Overview of Craftsman Phrases
in Ancient Near Eastern Literature and Biblical Building Accounts
Craftsman Phrases
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Chapter 4
Isaiah 11:1-9
As introduced in Chapter One, Isaiah's oracle in 1 1 :l-9 revealed the promise of a
savior for Israel and Judah during the Syro-Ephraimite War. Although Isaiah does not
disclose the name of this savior, he is described throughout the pericope. See Figure 4. 1
for the Hebrew and English translations of 1 1 : 1-9.^'^^
The chart elucidates several significant items in Isaiah's oracle. Notice that there
is a four-tiered structure to these verses including: an introduction (1 1 :1), a divine
endowment (1 1 :2), the outworking of the endowment (1 1 :3-5), and the results of the
endowment (1 1 :6-9). The latter two categories can be seen in a comparative relationship.
Hence, 11:3-5 illustrate a ruling that is divinely given and 1 1 :6-9 illustrate a ruling in
terms of "an age of universal peace that embraces both the human and animal world."
'"^"^
The endowment in 1 1 :2 is the crux of this entire pericope. Whereas 11:1 serves
as an introduction to the endowment, 1 1 :3-9 illustrate its outcome. Hence, 1 1 :2 is the key
summary of the gifts underlying 11:3-9. Also, notice that the first gift bestowed to this
individual is the niH'' nil, the "spirit ofYahweh."'''^ The term nn appears three
Scholarship disagrees on the borders of this oracle. It is possible to include verse 10 in this
short pericope. With this addition, 11:10 forms a nice inclusio with 11:1. Notice the repetition in both
instances. 11:1 states, "and a shoot will go forth from the stem of Jesse" and 11:10 reads, "the root of Jesse
will be standing". It is also possible, however, to view this verse in concert with 11:11-16. Notice that
both 11:10 and 11:11 begin with the formula, "And so it will be, in that day". Perhaps these two lines are
placed together to act as an mtroduction to the subsequent verses (12-16). Oswah agrees with this
interpretation and suggests that the mtroductory formulae function admirably making it "plain that the
Messiah will be the baimer around whom the remnant will gather in God's grace." See Oswalt, The Book
ofIsaiah, 1:287. On the other hand, Childs suggests that 1 1:10 is part of an editorial process of shaping, an
attempt to harmonize the preceding and following oracles. See Childs, Isaiah, 105. I agree with Childs'
interpretation and see 1 1 : 10 acting as a kind of hinge between the two oracles. Therefore, I have not
included it into the above translation.
CMAs, Isaiah, 103.
'"^ This phrase is found 22 times in the Old Testament, five ofwhich occur in Isaiah. Even-
Shoshan, A New Concordance, 1065.
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Figure 4.1
Isaiah 11:1-9
rms"' r�-itt)n laji "'tt?*' yran "itsn xa-'i ii:i
.... y . T
* - �� � V T T :
Then a shoot will come forth from the stem of Jesse and a branch from its roots will
bear fruit.
rmrf riKTi nn m-i miaai nar mi nrni nonn nn mrr' mi rbu nnai ii:2
T - - T T"- T- t:t- t:- tt tt:
And the spirit ofYhwh will rest upon him, a spirit ofwisdom and understanding, a
spirit of counsel and strength, and a spirit of knowledge and the fear ofYhwh.
w
a
a o
I <
And he will not judge according to what his eyes see, and he will not make a
decision according to what his hears hear.
rn-131 rs aim i^nN-nsni Y'in'^iii:'? li^^na n^aini d^Vi V^?^^ ^^^^I i'^^
T T � T T T ;
But he will judge the poor with righteousness, he will make a decision with
uprightness concerning the afflicted of the land, he will strike the earth with the rod
of his mouth, and with the breath of his lips he will kill the wicked.
'.v^ahn "ilTx naiaxm v:m Htk pna n-'m ii:5T T -: �� T v: T : t : t �� I v v t t :
Righteousness will be the waistcloth of his loins, and faithfulness the waistcloth of
his hips.
o
c
ani ]bp -11:31 "iin: sn??!) tmi h:^) fST �'irniJ -la]-! taaa-ay 2kt 1:] n-.e
T
And a wolfwill dwell with a lamb, and a leopard will lie down with a kid, and a
calf, a young lion, and a fatling together, and a small young child will lead them.
rpn-bsK'' npas mixi "innS! i:iaT nn: na/yin nni nnai ii:7
And a cow and a bear will graze, their children will lie down together, and a lion
will eat straw like an ox.
:n*in It biaa ""alysa nnwa '^yi ]na irrb^; par r^prtt}"! ii:8
And a suckling will play over the hole of a poisonous serpent, and the weaned child
will reach out his hand over the den of a viper.
They will not do evil and they will not destroy on my holy mountain. For the earth
will be full of the knowledge ofYhwh as the waters cover the sea.
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The text critical apparatus ofBHS suggests that this phrase, niH"' nN"i;3 innni, is a dittography.
Probably, the mistake was made from the end of verse 2, nin"! nK"l1. Subsequently, it is argued thatmi
became altered to Innni. I have kept this cluster out ofmy translation.
The text critical apparatus ofBHS recommends an emendation for this noun. The comment
suggests that ynx should be read as TIV, "violent." This alteration makes sense in light of the parallel
structure in the second halfof verse four. Hence, "the violent" in the first clause would parallel "the
wicked" in the second clause. However, the recommendation does not seem necessary for interpretation.
The 3 preposition prefixed to p~\'^ fimctions instrumentally in this verse. Hence, pia is an
instrument with which Isaiah's salvific figure will judge. This interpretation occurs throughout the verse.
See l1ttJ"'a3, tS52i3, and rm3l. For a discussion on this particular use of the 3 preposition see Watlke and
O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, 1 1 .2.5d.
Since there is no verb in this clause, the text critical apparatus ofBHS suggests that nn"' N"'"ipi
should be emended to "they will fatten", yimrd 'u. The Septuagint and Syriac employ this form.
Nevertheless, I agree with Oswalt that "the MT is not impossible and in the absence of a more compelling
reading need not be emended". Oswalt, The Book ofIsaiah, 1 :277.
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additional times in Isaiah 1 1 :2.''*^ Each of these occurrences precedes a couplet. These
phrases are as follows: nrai HQDn mi, min^l n^U mi, and
T- t:t-' t ; T"-
mm Di^y) nvi mi. The relationship between riTl and the endowed gifts in these
occurrences is best understood as causal. '"^^ Therefore, the text implies that the "spirit of
wisdom and understanding" is the "spirit that causes wisdom and understanding".
Likewise, Young suggests that the endowed gifts do not refer to attributes or qualities of
the spirit but that the spirit is the source or cause of the gifts.
'''^ This is also the concept
attributed to the ?''n':'^ nil in Bezalel's endowment in Exodus 31 :3 and 35:31. In
Exodus 31:3 and 35:31, the ?"'nbx nil is manifested in three significant skills: riQSn,
n313ri, r\Vl. Likewise, the infilling of the mm mi in Isaiah 1 1 :2 is manifested in a
variety of skills: nrm HQDn, mi3]1 n:ij:, and HIH'' nKTl nVl.�' T- t:t t : T" t: ~:*:
The couplets in Isaiah 1 1 :2 play an important role in the endowment of Isaiah's
figure. Each pair is distinctly marked by both the preceding noun, mi, and the waw
conjunction linking each second noun to its pair. These features draw attention to the
parallel relationship between the nouns in each couplet. See below for a brief discussion
of these pairs.
T T
��
The first form in this phrase, H^JJ, means "plan, counsel, advice".''*^ Rupert notes
that in this context, Isaiah's use of H^JJ refers to the "God-given ability that enables the
UT\ is found one other tune in this oracle, hi 1 1 :4, nn refers to "breath."
Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, 9.5.2c.
Young, The Book ofIsaiah, 381-382.
Al Wolters, "fJJ%" NIDOTTE 2:490. This term is not found in East Semitic.
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king to find ways and means to carry out his purposes, not the ability to advise others."'^"
The second word in this phrase, nnina, means "strength, power". Kuhlewein
proposes that this noun often refers to "mihtary might". Notice, for instance, that the
only other occurrences of this pair in the Old Testament refer specifically to military
"counsel and strength." However, Gray and Wildberger state that Isaiah's figure
should not be interpreted as a military figure or as a "great soldier."'^'* Also, Blenkinsopp
proposes that this couplet, niinai H^IJ, denotes both the "skill to elaborate sensible plans
and the ability to carry them through."'^^ Likewise, Kaiser and Young agree that H^i?
refers to the making of right decisions and ITIISa refers to the carrying out of the
decisions.'^^ Keeping in mind the occurrences of this second couplet, nni231 H^J?,
throughout the Old Testament, it seems as though "counsel and strength" refer to military
language.
Regarding this first term, HVI, Fuhs states that "No one can be expert in the
complexities of life who does not begin with the knowledge ofYahweh and dependence
on him."'^^ Childs notes that nVI, in 1 1 :2, refers to the right relationship of a creature to
Ruppert, TDOT6:\12.
Kosmala, "nna," TDOT2:369.
J. Kilhlewein, ""aa," TLOT vol:299.
See 2 Kings 18:20 and Isaiah 36:5 for the recurrences of this pair.
'^�^ Gray, A Critical andExegetical Commentary on the Book ofIsaiah, 216. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-
12, 472.
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 264.
Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12, 158 and Young, The Book ofIsaiah, 382.
'"Fuhs, "NT," TDOT6-3\\.
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its creator. Similarly, Kaiser suggests that n^T denotes the "right attitude" ofman to
God.'^^ And likewise, Watts proposes that nVI refers to a "true understanding and
relation to God."'^� Gray, on the other hand, specifically states that nvi refers to the
"knowledge which shows itself in care for the poor and weak."'^' Interestingly,
commentators have little to say about this second phrase, niH'' PK"!^!. Stahli, however,
proposes that mm nK"!^"! can be used as a synonym for nVl}^^ The use ofmm D^m]
in Psalms and Proverbs may be instructive here. Psalm 111:10 states that "the fear of
Yahweh is the beginning ofwisdom," mn"' HKT HQDn n"'^K~l. Proverbs 9:10 echoes^ t--:*t:t ...
this phrase, niT HKT HQDn n'^nn. Likewise, Proverbs 1:7 states that "the fear of
Yahweh is the beginning of knowledge," niJ'n n''^K"l mm r\^~\\ These recurrences of
'^J'T' nX"!''"! as the "key" to nQSn and nvi seems to suggest that this third couplet,
rt'jn'' D^m] ^Vl, in the endowment of Isaiah's figure denotes skills associated with
wisdom literature.
T � T : T
Scholarship reveals a range of interpretation and emphases regarding this couplet.
Kaiser proposes that this pair refers specifically to the judicial capacity of the king.
Joseph Blenkinsopp, on the other hand, suggests that these terms together express an
^^'^ Childs, Isaiah, 103.
Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12, 158.
Watts, Isaiah 1-33, 172.
Gray, A Critical andExegetical Commentary on the Book ofIsaiah, 217.
H.-P. Stahli, TLOT2:516.
Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12, 158.
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attribute essential for "successful living."'^^ Hans Wildberger agrees and suggests that
nasn refers to the capacity ofhandling problems in "daily living" while nr2 is the
ability to assess situations appropriately.'^^ This type of discernment that Wildberger
attributes to nra is attributed to napn by Watts. George Gray, on the other hand,
attributes this capacity of discernment to both riQpn and nr2.'^^
Chapters Two and Three revealed that the terms "wisdom" and "understanding"
can refer specifically to the skills for craftsmanship. Figure 3.5 illustrated that both of
these terms, in particular, denote the abilities of craftsmen in ancient Near Eastem
mscriptions and in the biblical building accounts. Furthermore, Chapter One introduced
that the endowment of Isaiah's figure in 1 1 :2 and the endowment ofBezalel in Exodus
31:3 and 35:31 share several descriptive phrases. These shared phrases include the terms
"wisdom" and "understanding." With the Isaiah-Bezalel relationship in mind and the
interpretation of the terms "wisdom" and "understanding" as skills for craftsmanship in
the ancient Near Eastem world, the first couplet, nrsi riQpn, in the endowment of
Isaiah's figure in 1 1 :2 may refer to the language ofbuilding.
Each of the three couplets found in Isaiah 1 1 :2 emphasizes a different aspect that
Isaiah's figure is empowered with by the spirit of God. "Counsel and strength" seem to
denote skills associated withmilitary language and "knowledge and the fear of Yahweh"
seem to denote skills associated with wisdom literature. Furthermore, "wisdom and
Joseph B. Blenkmsopp, Isaiah 1-39 (AB 19; New York: Doubleday, 2000), 264. For
Blenkinsopp, the interpretation of "successfiil living" is based on a recurrence of this word pair,
nrai nosn, in Deuteronomy 4:6.
'^^ Hans Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (A Continental Commentary; Translated by Thomas H. Trapp.
Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1990), 472.
Watts, Isaiah 1-33, 171-172.
George Gray, A Critical andExegetical Commentary on the Book ofIsaiah (ICC; Edinburgh: T
&T Clark, 1962), 216.
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understanding" seem to denote skills for craftsmanship. An additional conclusion
regarding the position of Isaiah's salvific figure described in 1 1 : 1-9 can be made. Isaiah
1 1 :3-9 indicate that this figure possesses leadership qualities. 1 1 :3-5 attest that this figure
will rule in a divine manner and 1 1 :6-9 emphasize the safety of his reign wherein even
animals will be content with one another. This individual seems to holds a kingly status,
especially v^th respect to how he rules.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to consider whether or not the writers of either Exodus or
Isaiah were aware of the shared phrases between them. Perhaps one recurrence is simply a literary echo of
the other. Much more study could be done in order to address these questions.
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Chapter 5
Final Remarks
Chapter Two provided the groundwork for understanding the language of
craftsmanship in ancient Near Eastem building inscriptions. Several texts highlighted
that these craftsmen were described with a range of skills and abilities. Figure 2.1
illustrated that four descriptive phrases, in particular, seem to refer specifically to the
skills for craftsmanship. These phrases include: "skill," "wisdom," "knowledge," and
"understanding." Likewise, Chapter Three revealed a range of descriptive phrases that
depicted the craftsmen in the biblical building accounts. Figure 3.4 illustrated that six of
these phrases, m particular, seem to refer specifically to the skills for craftsmanship.
These phrases include: "skill," "wisdom," "knowledge," "understanding," "every craft,"
and "spirit ofYahweh." Furthermore, Figure 3.5 revealed that the overlap of craftsmen
terms between Chapters Two and Three includes "skill," "wisdom," "knowledge," and
"understanding." Chapters Two and Three also revealed that the descriptive phrases
found in Bezalel's divine endowment in Exodus 31:3 and 35:31 are characteristic of
craftsman phrases found throughout the ancient Near Eastem world. And finally,
Chapter Four recalled that Bezalel's endowment in the Exodus narratives share several
descriptive phrases with the endowment of Isaiah's figure in 1 1 :2. The relationship
between these two endowments as well as the study of the language of craftsmanship in
Chapters Two and Three suggested that the first couplet described in Isaiah 1 1 :2 may
indicate skills for craftsmanship. Hence, the "wisdom" and "understanding" that Isaiah's
figure is empowered with in 1 1 :2 suggests that this individual was endowed with skills
for craftsmanship. The possibility of this interpretation opens up several venues that
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would require further study. Perhaps, however, I can conclude with one final suggestion.
Ifwe can view the terms "wisdom" and "understanding" in Isaiah 1 1 :2 as skills for
craftsmanship then perhaps this couplet confirms the interpretation that Isaiah's figure
held a kingly status. Just as the kings described in the ancient Near Eastem inscriptions
firom Chapter Two (i.e. Ur-Bau, Gudea, Sin-iddinam, Etana, Ammi-ditana, and
Esarhaddon) are designated as craftsmen and just as King Solomon is described as a
craftsman, so might this kingly figure be described as a craftsman in Isaiah's oracle of
1 1:1-9.^^^ This man was a king, identified not only by the way he mles, described in
1 1 :3-9, but by his skills for craftsmanship in 1 1 :2.
For fiither reading on the relationship ofkings as builders see Mario Liverani, "The Deeds of
Ancient Mesopotamian Kings." Civilizations of the ancientNear East 4 (1995): 2353-2366.
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